AMONG THE FABMERS.

PARK,

D.

Auctioneer,

SOUTH PARIS.
Terme Moderate.

MAIMS.

"

la solicited.

Norway, Me.

Kyerson Block,
Telephone Connection·.

A

All my beet work

J )K.

warranted.

JONSS,

H. P.

Dentist,
MAINS.

SUBWAY,
>flee Hour»—9 to 12—1 to 4.

ρ

SMITH,

IT.

Attorney at Law,

MAINS.
Collection· a Specialty.

SUBWAY,
Home Block.

J JKRK1CK

PARS.

A*

Attorney· at Law.

MAINS.
Sllerv C. Park.

BETHEL,

A 1 llaoa S. Herrlck.

JOHN

S.

HAKLOW,

Attorney at Law*

MAINS.

OIXriELD,

WHEELER,

BIUHT A

Attorneys and Counsellor» at Law,
PARIS. MAINE.

SOUTH

J»me· S.

Alton C. Wheeler.

Wright.

J. H. STUART &

GO.,

ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
35 High Street, South Pari·, Maine.

CIVIL

.Map· and Plan· aide to order.
Map* of the tlmberland· and pocket maps of
each county for eale.
(Publl here of the Atlas of Maine.)

FOB SALE.
One of the beet investments in South
Eigbteen-room
l\iris, on IIif(h Street.
Large
house, tinished in three rents.
stable connected. Several acres of land.
A No three house lota in desirable local-

Contemplated removal only

ity.

for sale.

STUART, South

J. li.

cause

Tarie.

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,
Norway,

14 Main St.,

Me.

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
Lead

Pipe Repairing,

All Kinds of

and Iron.

T*l*ph«M 134-11.

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist.
MASONtO BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephone Ooanection.
HOLLISTCR'8

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

À Β my Medietas for Buy People.
Brings Golden Health tad Rscewed Vigor.
A soeoiiltf for Constipation. Iii<l'tre-<tioa. Live
an.) Kidn··/ Troubles. Pimple*. Κ (.venu. Impure
bl.MAl. B.I Breu:h. Slugg:sh Bow.-K Headache
and Uaok-uhe. It's Rooky Mc'intain Tea In tab·
Qeuuine made by
t-t fonn. 3.» «ieurs a bo*.
UoLLiSTCK Dnro C»>ii*ant, Madison, Wis.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR ΓALLOW PEOPLE

Specialist
Specialist

For sixteen year· 1 have fitted glasses to defective eyes and nothing else—that makes me a
»i>eela!ls*. If your eyes trouble yon In any way.
and If you want expert advice In regard to the
same, t-ome to the man who Is a speciality, who

charge for eye examin-

'toes one thing only. No
ations or consultation.

OR. PARMENTER
Krc

BEAST

VALUE

BENDEBED

BECAUSE

OP

Specialist. Norway, Me. Tel. liM.

A Positive
CURE

Elf's Cream Bali
is quickly absorbed.
Ci«ss Rsiiet at Once.

OF
THE

F. B., Stratford, Conn., writes: "I
have a bay mare, about eleven years old,
kind and gentle, one of the best workers
1 ever saw, but only fair on the road,
being a chunky animal. The only thing
against he· is that when I meet an automobile on the country roads she stops
and does her best to turn around, and
sometimes rears up. If she would only
go ahead, I would be able to hold her,
I have ownas she has a tender mouth.
ed her since last July.
My use for a
horse consists in cultivating berries,
raking same to market town, and going
back and forth from the shop where I
work. Now, I hate to part with her,
because I know it will be a hard matter
to get a horse as true in all kinds of
harness as she is. She will pull a heavier
load than any horse around weighing
150 pounds more than she does. Her
weight is about 1,050. My object in
writing to you is this. Can you offer
any idea how I could break her of being
afraid of automobiles? I have a great
deal of faith iu your suggestions, and I
would be pleased to hear from you in regard to this matter."
You are in the same fix that probably
fifty thousand other people are in who
own horses.
The automobile is simply
an abominable nuisance on the country
highways; one hundred thousand people
will testify to that, yet the autos are
Whether
here and are likely to stay.
they are to become of practical utility
But the allor not remains to be seen.
wise Creator, all along these years, has
sten fit to allow on earth a goodly number of people with lots of money, and
many of them with an inadequate supply of brains. Some people with both
brains and money will own automobiles,
and many with very few brains and considerable money will own automobile*.
When it coiues to their use the one with
the brains of a man will so manage his
auto as to avoid the Bearing of horses
and danger to life, while the fellow in
human form with few brains will endanger the lives and limbs of people.
All that common people, whose money
mainly built the roads, can do, will be to
see that the laws as enacted by our
various legislatures are not violated by
the half idiots with a respectable parentage. The true gentleman will obey the
law while running his auto on the road,
ami we need have no fear of his doing
us serious harm, as he will obey the law
in keeping within the speed limit and
will >Énn his machine when he sees there
is danger of frightening horses. As to
the other fellow, we will have to treat
him for what he is. When he disobeys
the law, cause his arrest; or, when he
won't stop his machine, serve him as one
of the Supreme Court judges is said to
have done when he got out of his carriage and used some pebbles the size of
hens' eggs, following the unwritten law,
I think it can well be called, in protecting his life and the lives of his family.
Regarding your mare, were she mine I
would try to get her accustomed to the
If you could spare her for a
auto·.
week, send her to the city or town, and
havo some good horsemau drive ber
daily on the streets where she will see
autos iu all kinds of form. A favorite
mare of my own who was very much
afraid of autos I have, by using her carefully around with them, got so she cares
little about them. Try it with yours,
and if you are not a nervous man I think
you will succeed. A nervous driver
makes a nervous horse while a cool
headed man will generally control a
nervous horse.—C. D. Smead in Tribune
Farmer.

Age

Old

place for sitting hens for cold, changeable and warm weather. At least this
plan would give satisfaction to use—M.
Dominer, Wayne County, la.
The nest for sitting bens that has
given me the best satisfaction is very
simple and easily made and gives perfect satisfaction in all kinds of weather.
Use a box about 15 inches square and
about 12 inches deep. Fill about half
full of fresh dirt making it the shape of
a iie^t, let your hen warm up the nest
ami then she is ready for the eggs. 1
have never failed to get a chick for
every fertile egg since using this box
nest. Fresh dirt being a good disinfectant, the hen is not bothered with lice
and thus she is allowed a good chance to

Is

smiling, contented, brightwill tell yon

that be owes the preserva-

eyesight

youth and middle age.

THERE IS NOTHING
Optician

Λ

Which a Scientific

V

can

X

for you and your eyes.

do that we will not do

X

Ε

RICHARDS,

S.
Graduate

Optician,

A

new

South Paris.

Lot

of Plumbing Goods.
The best of
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Job

bing promptly attended

charge

for

No

to.

team.

Norway»

Maine.

For Service
A
the

right good
right size.

Berkshire Boar, just

Service fee $1.00.

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Fui·, Me.

Che * *
Million Dollar
*

The Orchard's Greatest bnemy.

While centering attention on the
brown-tail and gypsy moth», fruit growers mast not lose eight of the fact that
there are other enemies to look out for.·
The San Jose scale has been up for a
large measure of attention at the fruitgrowers' conventions the past winter.

In the fruit growing sections where this
insect has made a lodgment the testimony brought out the past winter pronounces it one of the most serious enemies fruit growers have to contend with.
At the recent meeting of the Western
New York Horticultural Society W. S.
Hopkins, in alluding to the work of
this scale, claimed, "You may combine
all the pests that have ravaged our orchards for the last fifty years and they
will not equal the ravages of this little
insect.1' "This infeotion," he stated
further, "has been brought about prin-

cipally through the planting of infected

nursery stock."
Laws have been enacted in New York
state, and also in other nursery-growing
states, requiring the inspection and
treatment of nursery stock for the de-

*

freight Crain
By. FRANK H. SPEARMAN

Cco>Ti«bi, 1900, by Fnak H. Spwi—η
Τ was the sec»
ond month ot
the strike and
not a pound ol
freight had
been moved.
Things looked
smoky on the

West End.
The general
superintendent happened to be wltli

when the news came.
"¥on can't handle it, boys." said he
nervously. "What you'd better do Is
to turn it over to the Columbian Paus

cific."
Our contracting freight agent on the
coast at that time was a fellow so erratic that he was nicknamed Crazyhorse. Itight in the midst of the strike
Crazyhorse wired that he bad secured
a big silk shipment for New York. We
were

paralyzed.

We had uo engineers, no firemen and
The
uo motive power to speak of.
were
strikers
pounding our men.
wrecking our trains and giving us the
worst of it generally—that Is, when
Why the
we couldn't give it to them.
fellow displayed his activity at that
particular juncture still remains a
Perhaps he had a grudge
mystery.
against the road. If so, he took an
artful revenge. Everybody on the sys^
tern with ordinary railroad sense knew
that onr struggle was to keep clear of
freight business until we got rid of

"He's a wiper." mused Neighbor aa
Bartholomew walked Npriugily away.
"I took bim in here Bweeplug two year·
lie ouxht to be tiring now, bat
ago.
tbe union held hlin back. That's why
he hates them. lie knows more «boat

tbun half the lodge.
They'd better have let him In," said
the master mechanic grimly. "He may
be the means of breaking their backs
yet. If 1 give bim an engine and be
rune It, I'll never take bim off, union
or no union, strike or tio strike."
"How old I· thnt boy?" I asked.
"Eighteen, and never α kltb or a kin
that I know of. Bartholomew Mullen,"
mused Neighbor as the slight figure
moved across the flat, "big namean

engine

now

small boy. Well, Bartholomew, you'll
know something more by tomorrow
night about running an engine or a
whole lot less. That's as It happens.

If be gets killed, it's your fault. Reed."
lie meant that I was calling on him

for men when be absolutely couldn't
produce them.
"I henrd once," he went on, "about a
fellow named Bartholomew being mixed up In a massacre. But I take It he
must have been an older man than
Nor bis other name
our Bartholomew.
1 dlsrememwasn't Mullen, neither.
ber Just what It wae, but It wasn't

Mullen."
"Well, don't say I want to get the
boy killed. Neighbor," I protested.

"I've plenty to answer for. I'm here
to run trains—when there are any to
That's murder enough for me.
run.
You needn't send Bartholomew out on

my account."
"Give him η slow schedule, and I'll
give him orders to Jump early. That's
If the strikers don't
all we can do.
ditch

how."

him.

he'll get

through

some-

flag,

and

never

Is something which
the West End.
ovêr to the Columbian,"

that

yet flew

on

"Turn it
said the general
to

on

our

that the actual money
value was u hundred and twenty millions. but I gave you the figures Just
as they went over the wire, and they

maintained

are

right.

What bothered us most was that the
strikers had the tip almost us soati as
had it.
Having friends on every
road lu the country, they knew as
much about our business as we
The minute it wa.i anourselves.
nounced that we should move the silk
they were utter us. It was a defiance,
we

wnter, and the bottoms were a lake.
Somewhere up the valley there had
been a cloudburst, for overhead the

bright. The Beaver was roaring over Its banks, and the bridge was
out. Bartholomew screamed for brakes,
ft looked as If we were against It, and
hard.
A soft track to stop on, a lofrent of
storm water ahead and $1,000,000
worth of silk behind, not to mention
sun was

oquipment!

I .veiled at Bartholomew and mo
tloned for him to Jump.
My con
science is clear on that point. The
41 was stumbling along, trying, like
α drunken man, to bang to the rotten
truck.
But he
"HHrtiioloniewr I yelled.
was head out and looking back at his
train, while he jerked frantically at
the air lever. I understood. The air
wouldn't work. It never will on those
old tubs when .vou need It. The sweat
pushed out on me. I was thinking
of bow much the silk wonld bring us
after α bath in the Beaver. Bartholomew stuck to his levers like a man in
a
signal tower, but every second
brought us closer to open water.

I.

lifs list, "not in a thousand years!
We'll move it ourselves. Wire Montgomery. the general manager, that we
will take care of it. And wire him to
fire Crazylior.se—and to do it right off."
Aud before the silk was turned over
to us Crasyhorse was looking for an-

other joi). It is the only case ou record where a freight hustler was discharged for getting business.
It
There were twelve car loads.
was insured for $85.000 a car. You can
figure how far the title Ν wrong, but
yon can never estimate the worry that
It looked as big as
stuff gave ug.
$12.000,000 worth. In fact, one scrub
car tiuk. with the glory of the West
End at heart, had a^ tight over the
amount with a skeptical hostler. He

other side. The bridge there I· hidden
In summer by a.grove of hackberrles.
I had Juat pulled open to cool her a bit
when I noticed how high the backwater whs on each side of the track.
Suddenly I felt tho fill going soft under
the drivers—felt the 44 wabble and
slew. Bartholomew shut off bard and
threw the air as I sprang to the window. The peaceful little creek ahead
looked as angry as the Platte In April

Bartholomew a terrific slap,
and again I yelled; then, turning to
the gangway. I dropped Into tho soft
mud on my side. The 44 hung low.
and it was easy lighting.
Bartholomew sprang from bis seat
a second later, but his blonse caught

He
division.
enough sand. Our head was a
fl«liter. and he pave tone to every man
under liini.
"No," 1:ι· thundered, bringing down
up

ditcb us.
I was watching the track M a moose
wonld a cat, looking every minute (or
trouble. We cleared the gumbo cut
west of the Dearer at a pretty good
clip In order to make the grade on the

caught

superintendent. But
the general superintendent waa uot

looked
hadn't

we lia 1 pnc'.ced the silk Into the refrigerator? t.-) confus· the striker·. The
great rLk was that they would try to

Watching him, Intent only on eavlup
his first train, heedless of saving bis
life, I was really a bit ashamed to
Jump. While 1 hesitated be somehov
got the brukes to set. The old 41
bucked like a broncho.
It wasn't too soon. She checked her
train nobly at the last, but I saw noth
ing could keep her from the drink. I

strike. Anything valuable or perishable was especially unwelcome.
But the stuff was docked and loade I
and consigned in our care before we
knew it. After that a refusal to carry
It would be like hoisting the white

our

coming
receivers
nursery
to be on their guard against this
pest. Not a tree, shrub or plant should
be accepted without a guarantee of
freedom from this insect. It is everywhere conceded that it has been chiefly
spread through nursery stock.—Maine
Parmer.

spring

Orangers Talk about Sheep.
It could be easily seen that the sheep
industry had but a small place in the
interest of the farmers of Enfield, Ct.,

when they recently debated the question,
That the sheep industry could be made
profitable in the state. It brought out
the minds of very capable and well
posted grangers who had looked at the
possibilities of getting out of this work
The New England farms
a living profit.
are too costly in Connecticut, dogs are
too well thought of to pass an extermination law on them; and those who have
had the most knowledge of the oare of
sheep are ready to state that it is the
work of a specialist who will give the
sheep the care needed to make a living

prom.

One other subject which is near to the
hearts of every farmer at the present
time was, Should the deer law be repealed? It is the opinion that it is a

This road can't ruu
engiIf
neers.
We're going to l>ent you.
you dure try to move this stuff avo'II
have your scalp when it's over. You'll
never get your silk to Zanesville. I'll
promise you that. And if you ditch It

and make :t million dollar loss, you'll
v
get let out anywuy, my buck."
"I'm here to obey orders. Stewart,"
I retorted. What was the use of more?
I felt uncomfortable, but we had determined to move the silk. There was
nothing more to be said.
When I went over to the roundhouse
and told Neighbor the decision be said

word, but he looked a great
deal.
Neighbor's task was to supply
the motive power. All that we had.
never a

uncrippled,

was in the passenger service, because passengers must be moved—must be taken care of first of all.
In order to win a strike you must
have public opinion on your side.
"Nevertheless, Neighbor," said 1,
after we had talked awhile, "we must
move the silk also."
Neighbor studied, then be roared at

his foreman.

"Send Bartholomew Mullen here."
He spoke with η decision that made me
I had
think the business was done.
never happeued. It is true, to hear of
Bartholomew Mullen In the department of motive power, but the Impression the name gave me was of a

Bioustrous follow, big as Neigbbor or
old man Sankey or Dad Hamilton.
"I'll put Bartholomew ahead of It"
A boj
muttered Neighbor tightly.

the same rules.
It was hard to talk strictly on the walked into the office.
above subjeots without hearing objec"Mr. Garten said you wanted to sec
tions from the man with the dog. The
me. sir," said he. addressing the ma·'
time
this
at
is
being
muzzling process
enforoed and some trembling anti-dog ter mechanic.
"I
do. Bartholomew," responded
men are thinking to get a law that shall
are
ere
pro·poring.
Our most enterprising farmers are the make it a special luxury to possess such Neljrhbor.
The figure in my mind's eye shrunk
Germans. A young man marries when an animal.
Then It occurred u
he is 21, and rents a farm for five year.·
in a twinkling.
a
certain
at
Indiana
A bill Is before the
Legisla- me that It must be this boy's fathei
with the privilege of buying
of
condoes
not
but
construction
for
ture providing
rice. He Is industrious,
who was wanted.
he is 35 he lu^ crete roads for the express use of autourry and by the time
"You have been begging for a chanc<
h<
solution
a
other
oe
In
words,
would
Thia
for.
just
mobile·.
his farm paid
is 21 instead of of thla problem provided that In some to take out an engine, Bartholomew,'
he
when
live
to
begins
I knew It :
waiting till life is half spent before h» way the cost of construction and main- began Neighbor coldly. And
has a home. I wish our American boy» tenance is met, as in the case of rail- was oa
In New England would do likewise- roads, by the autos making use of them.
"Yes. sir."
rent a farm, stock and tools with the —Maine Farmer.
"You want to get killed, BartLolo
privilege of buying; save $100 a year and
mew."
Milk exhibits are a feature of impo~·
at present pricea of land they could soor
Bartholomew smiled as if the ldei
have homes of their own, and hav< tance being grafted oa to the exhibits < I
homes to enjoy from the start. When dairy products at the dairy meetings In was not altogether displeasing.
"How would you like to go pilot to
they are 60 years old they will generally some of the states. In view of the inbe healthy and strong, while those wb· creasing interest in pure and wholesome morrow for McCurdy? You to take th< 1
chose a professional life and took n< milk on the part of consumers in our 44 and run as first 78. McCurdy wll 1
exercise will be nearly worn out. Wltl< own state it seems that this might well ran as second 78."
i> be a matter to receive attention by onr
oar modern machinery a fanner's life
"I know I could ran an engine al 1
much easier than it waa In the daya ι Dairymen's Association, thus giving
ventured Bartholomew, aa li
right,"
and
more
exhibition
in
New
the
to
fathers.—Cor.
more
Englanr
variety
our
were the only one taking th< 1
Farmer.
Neighbor
visitors.—Maine
to
Internet
Farmer.
chance· in giving him an engine. "1 '
A nursery stock salesman informs m know the track from here to Zanee
Did you ever stop to take in the fac
of the tree orders in ville. I helped McNeil fire one week.'
that the money from cows la all mad* that the larger part
the
this
state
year have been foi
Hence
past
keei
ones
the
Veptf
"Then go home and go to bed an< 1
from
good
inferioi the Ben Davis.—Maine Farmer.
the
Fatten
cows.
be over here at β o'clock tomorrow
only good
tb
ones and
dispose of them for beef, oi
morning. And sleep sound, for It ma;
Look out for ground corn-oobs! A
only profirable use that eaa be made
be your last chance."
oi
informs
Farmer.
western
paper
them.—Maine
agricultural
It was plain that the master median
a mill In Miohigan doing a large bnslhated to do It It waa limply shoe
for
1c
oorn-oobs
th<
nesa
In
mixing
will
Injure
grinding
; Too much obnrninf
with wheat bra·.—Maine Farmer.
necessity.
batter.
the
of
grain
Qood Chance for Youag Men.
I have read jour paper with » great
deal of pleasure during the past year
You publish many encouraging articled
and it is evident that many of the farm

to the

proper care he gave them in

Λ

time,he

there are owners, let them
with the growers of other
deep a
stock and keep them on their own propit
as
iu
hollow
a
of
much
forming it,
erty. No olasa of men should be given
should be almost Sat, banked up along legal favors that tend to place his neighor
earth
with
and
corners
the edges
bur in unnecessary anxietj; the horse,
other material.—J. D. Wilson, Otsego cow, sheep, hen, pig, dog must be taxed
County, Ν. Y.
and fenced ; let the deer raiser abide by

nature has endowed us. The

tion of his

Gin

ting box or
deep in the box to be covered with deer? And if
rowen sufficiently deep to form not too
get into line
nest. Be careful not to make too

those faculties with which

nun

Skim Milk.

strictly sporting law, and the question
damp soil several inches arises, Who are the owners of these

Only attained by preserving

eyed old

οβ

«I.»

TT.

...... I,

and peeled
stooped Quick
the tiling over hie head. Rut tlicn he
was caught with his hands in the
wristbands, and the ponies of 44
tipped over the broken abutment.
Pull as he would, he couldn't get
free. The pilot dipped into the torrent
slowly: but. losing her balance, the
ne

Kicked her h nix into t/ic air and shot
plump into the crccl:.

It stuck In my crop—the Idea or putting t!ic boy on a pilot engine to take
all the (lungers ahead of that particular train. But 1 had a goad deal else
to think of besides. From the minute
the silk got into the McC'loud yards
we
posted double guards around.
About 12 o'clock that night we held a

council of war, which ended In our
running the train Into the out freight
house. The result was that by mornlug we had η new traiu made up. It
consisted of fourteen refrigerator «ire

tliought

44 kicked her heels into the air like
lightuing and shot with η frightened
wheeze plump into the creel;, dragging her engineer after her.
The head car stopped on the brink.
Running across the track, I looked for
I
He wasu't there.
Bartholomew.
knew he must have goue down witb
ais eugine.

Throwing off my gloves, 1 dived Just
I stood, close to the tender, which
Dung ha'f submerged. 1 am a g >od bit
as

of a fish under water, but no self re-

specting Ash would be e:uight in that
yellow mud. I realized, too, the instant

1 struck the water that I should have
the upstream side. The curdived ο
rent took me nwny whirling. When 1

be caught i»y Foley. who was chasing
hlui out of pur·· «"«price.
I saw the bo/ holding the throttle at
a half nnd flnyerlng the air anxiously
as we Jumped through the froga. but
the roughest riding on track so far
beats the ties as a cushion that when

the 100 euddeuly stnck ber paws
through un opeu switch we bounced
•gainst the roof of the cab like footballs.
I grabbed a brace with one
band and with the other reached Instinctively across to Bartholomew's
side to seize the throttle he held, but
a· I tried to shut him off be jerked It
wide open fn spite of me and turned
with ligbtuing In bis eye.
"No!" he cried, and bis voice rang
The 100 took the tremendous
hard.
shove at her back and leaped like η
frightened horse.
Away we went
across the yard, through the cinders
and over the ties. My teeth have nefI don't beer been the same since.

JOtoMtly

Pure

long ou an engine auyway, and since
then I have kept off. At the moment
I was convinced that the strain had
been too much, that Bartholomew was
stark crazy. lie sat bouncing clear to
the roof and clinging to bis levers like
a

Absolutely

of tartar powder.
All its ingredients are named
Free from
upon the label.

cream

lobster.

alum and

swung up sweet on the rails a-:aln.
tender and all. Bartholomew shut of!
with nil under cut that brought us up
double aud nailed her feet, with tin
air, right where she stood.
We had left the track, plowed a hun
dred feet across the yar«ls and Jumped
It Is 1'»· ο»Ίτ
on to another track.
tinte 1 ever heard of its happening
*nywhere, but I was on the engine
with Bartholomew Mullen wbeu it
was

done.

Foley choked his tralu the Instaui
hé saw our hind lights bobbing. We
climbed dowu and ran back. He had
stopped just where we should bave
stood If I had shut off. Bartholomew

to the switch to examine it. Tin
light, green, still burned Lice a
false Im»::cou, nnd lucky it «lld. for i!
showed the switch ha«l Ve·' tamj.ured
Bartholomew
with aud exonerated
The utleiupt ot
Mullen completely.
the strikers lo spill the silk right in
the yards hid ouly made the reputa
ran

contact

tiou of a new en dneer.· Thirty miu
utes latar the million dollar train wa>
turned over to the eastern division to
wrestle with, and we breathed, all ot
us, a good bit easier.
Bartholomew Mullen, uow a passenger runner, who rnnks with Kennedy
and JiU·': ?foo-c nnd Foley and (leorge

There was a lantern Jawed conferIn the roundhouse.
"What can you do?" asked the superintendent in desperation.
"There's only one thing I can do.
Tut Bartholomew Mullen on It with
the 44 and put McCurdy to bed for

ence

No. 2 tonight," responded Neighbor.
We were running first In, first out
but we took care to alway· have some
body for 1 and 2 who at least knew nn
Injector from an air pump.
It was S o'clock. I looked Into the
locomotive stalls. The first—the onlyman In sight was Bartholomew Mullen
He was very busy polishing the 44. lie
steam on her, and the old tub
had

go-κΐ

ROYAL BAKINfJ POWDûR

wheezing as If she bad the asthma
The 44 was old, she was homely, she
was rickety, but Bartholomew Mullen
wiped her battered nose as deferential
ly as if she had been a spick-span, spi
was

der driver, tail truck mall racer.
But in
She wasn't much—the 44.
those days Bartholomew wasn't much
and the 44 was Bartholomew's.
"How Is she steaming, Bartholomew?" I sung out. He was right In
the middle of her. Looking up, he fin-

gered

his waste modestly and blushed
a dab of crude petroleum over

through

hie eye.

fklnKt

eli·

film'·

α

fat·.

rlble free steamer, the old 44. I'm el)
ready to run her out."
"Who's marked up to tire (or you,

Bartholomew?"
Bartholomew Mullen looked at

me

fraternally.

"Neighbor couldn't give me anybody
but a wiper," said Bartholomew In a
sort of wouldu't-that-klll-you tone.
The unconscious arrogance of the

boy qnlte knocked me, so soon had
honors changed bis point of view—last
night a despised wiper, at daybreak an
engineer, and hie nose In the air at the
Idea of taking on a wiper for fireman,
and all so Innocent.

"Would you object, Bartholomew," I
suggested gently, "to a train master

for fireman?"
"I don't think so. sir."
"Thank you. because I am going
down to Zanesville this morning my-

and I thought I'd ride with you.
Is It all right?"
"Oh, yea, sir, If Neighbor doesn't
care."
He didn't know who
I smiled.
Neighbor took orders from, but be

self,

thought evltkiiitly

not from me.

"Then run her down to the oranges,
Bartholomew, and couple ob. and we'll
order ourselves out See?"
The 44 really looked like α baby car·
the
rlage when we got her in front of
refrigerators. However, after the nec-

bothered.
When the long parallel steel line»
of the upper yards spread before us,
flashln? under the arc lights, we were
Ruuulng a
away above yard speed.
locomotive Into one of those big
Is like shooting a rapid In η

yards

Ther? Is a bewildering maze
of tracks lighted by red and green
lamps to he watched the closest. The
hazards are multiplied the mluute you
wreck is a
pp.ss the throat, and a yard
cance.

are like hollow spheres of V' iss
colored Internally with a «ouiiiig Imitating the orb m of natur.d pearl.
The manufacture of these articles
embraces two series of operations the
of the sphere and the intro-

pearls

the

·, "They're the
iu a loud', cii.itideiit ι
crowd; I seen them people at tin»
station In New York." The tone, the
atrocious mangling of tjie Kn^lhh language, the dre<< and manner, elicited
the comment from an old gentleman,

same

for the usual receptacle, saw in the
gloom the hat resting on the door. Ills
eyesight was probably poor, for he
mistook It for one of the new umbrella
holders, ami iu It be deposited his drip-

"How

umbrella. This was an example
for those who followed, and In a short
time the solemn locking hat wns
stanchly holding α dozen umbrellas
At the end of the meeting the water in
the hat was an inch In depth. -London

plug

utterly

coarse,

common

and

vulgar!"
The guides and native hunters vio-

late all the rules of grammar iu their
My. "Ilank, I hain't got
no terbacker In this coat." and the
like, and yet their rude and uncouth
speech does u d strike any one used to
the won!s a < "vu gir." Hough and migrant mitt leal spech from the lips of
rough and unlettered men seems rather natural, but there is a violent inharmoiiy and Innpproprlateness in
common and hideous laug'iage from

speech. They

Tit-Kits.

A Thirsty Cat.
"Perhaps you think the old water In
the milk joke has been worked to
death, but I've found a new variation
of it," said a sooth side man recently.
"You know, I have a small negro girl

for my children, and one of the mouths of men ami women who,
her duties Is to tell stories to the kids from their wealth, opportunities, dress
l»e expected to
just before Itedtiuie. Tbev always lis- ί ami way of life, may
to the refinements
ten intently to what site says, and last pay some .attention
of life.—I*hilad«>lphlii
night I decided to listen too. This Is and elegancies
as a nurse

what 1 heard:
"
'An' de cat. she got thirsty, an' got
thirstier αιΓ mo' thirsty, an' finally she
weut to a pan oh milk sittin' in de
pantry to get α drink oh watah.'
"I told the story to our milkman this
morning, and he didn't laugh at all."—
Kansas City Times.
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und over

Sinclair himself, got a personal letter
from the general manager complimentlog him on bis pretty wit, and be was
good enough to say nothing whatever

The

judge

Absentminded.
was

at dinner in the ne»

household, according to the Philadelphia ledger, when the young housekeeper asked:
"Did you ever try any of my biscuits,

Judge?"

"No." replied the Judge. "I never did,
I dare say they deserve it."

l»ut

about mine.
We registered that night and went

Deportment.

together—Foley, Jackson,
The new steamer was on Its first
Bartholomew and Î. Afterward we trip, with a lot of landlubber< on board.
"Isn't she liehavlng be.iutlful'y. capdropped Into the dispatcher's office.
Something was coming from McCloud. tain. In this heavy sea?" exclaimed an
to

supper

»

but the operators, to save their lives,
couldn't catch It I listened a minute.
It was Neighbor. Now,
great on dispatching trains. He can
make himself understood over *tbe

Nelghbor'lsn't

his sending is like a boy's
sawing wood—sort of uneven.
However, though I am not much ou
running yards, I claim to t» able to

poles, but

take the wildest ball that was ever
thrown along the wire, and the chair
was tendered me at once to catch
Neighbor's extraordinary passet at the
McCloud key.
Tbey came something

enthusiastic marine reporter.
"Yes, sir." said the gruff captain; "a
great deal better, sir. than the pasiengers are."—Chicago Tribune.

Exercise Without Effort.
Gaysett—Po you golf. Mr.
Slopechin? Mr. Siopecliln—Quite a
good deal, y'know. I have me man go
round the course fine twice a week.—
Miss

Pnek.

wwvvmr

I
I

Ledger.

ItHlea.

A tooth alleged to have been drawn
from Napoleon's head at St. Helena
was >old for $.'17.00. For Kant's wig
only .flu could be obtained, but
Sterne's wig was valued at ?1,000.
Two hundred dollars is said to have
been given for Descartes' skull, whereas SH.PHi was given for one of Sir
Isaac Newton's teeth, and $:>0,000 was
offered for one of the teeth of Helolse
at the time when her body was exJntmed. The waistcoat worn by Rousseau has been priced at <l!M», his watch
at *100. Not all the relies, however,
In which there has been tratttc have
Voltaire cannot have
been genuine.
owned more than a fraction of th·
walking sticks that have been sold as
his. and a tradesman In France used
to lioast that he had disposed of 132
"last walking sticks" carried by .lean
Jacques Rousseau. A Paris tradesman
for a long time did an equally lucrative business In "the Inst pair of trousers worn by Victor Hugo."
Twice Two.
"Do you really Mieve two heads are
better than one'/"
"C.lve It tip, but I know we wouldn't
amount to much w'thout foreheads."—

Philadelphia Ledger.
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like this:

To Opr. :
Tell Maaaacree [that was the word that
stuck them all, and I could perceive
Neighbor was talking emphatically. He
had apparently forgotten Bartholomew's
last name and was trying to connect with
the one he had dlaremembered the night
before]—tell Maaaacree [repeated Neighbor] that be Is al-I-1 right Tell hl-m I
give 'lm double mileage for today all the
And tomorrow he gets
way through.
NEIOHB-B-Olt
the 109 to keep.
Was Hamlet Fat?
Was Hamlet fat or slender? M. Catulle Mendee, who held the latter view,
was nearly killed by a sword thrust of
M. Vanor. who leaned to the hundred
kilos. Unfortunately the rapiers only
pierced the skin of tbe duelists and
not tlie mystery which was the cause
of the dispute.—Pierre Lerouge In Paris Revne Centrale.
Looked ftaaplrtona.

Percy—I—aw—weally believe Algie la
preliminaries w· gave a very
—aw—losing his mind, doucher know.
sporty toot and pulled out In a few
dreadful tangle. It makes everybody,
Clarence
Why do yon—aw—think
minutes we were tailing down tbe
from roadmaster to flagmen, furious,
so, denh boy?
valley.
wanted
to
Bartholomew
even
and not
I saw blm give hi»—aw—
Percy
For fifty miles wo bobbed along with
face an inquiry on a yard wreck. On
as old
tailor !βπ yestnhdny.—Loudon Trlbtme.
oar cargo of iced silk aa easy
to
afford
cooldn't
the other hand, he
shoes, for I need hardly explain that
essary

of

large, dripgrave man entered,
ping umbrella, and, peering anxiously

Bartholomew, sitting ou a strip of
which still ro-e above water,
looked forlor i. To lose the first engine
he ever handled in the Beaver was
tough, and he was evidently spéculât
Ing on his chances of ever getting an
other. If there weren't tears in his

distinctly remember.
It was after dark wheu we reached
tho Beverly bill, and we took It at η
lively pace. The strikers were not on
it was Foley who
our miuds then,

Imitations are usually llgliter
them.
than real pearls and generally are brittle. although some are mane solid of
tlsh scales and do n it Itreak so ea-.ily,
while the holes, which in the real ρ· rl
ire dtilie I very small and have a sh rp
edge, are i:i the I a'se larger and have a
blunt edge. As a rule. th» Imita!.on

of the mass
planet,
which means how much planet there is.
be
welched.
no matter where It might
At thi? same time we might, without
auy Inexactness, agree that the weigl-t production
The sphere.» are
of a heavenly body should be tixed by duction of coating.
the glassblower. v.·!; by
the weight It would have in New produced by
an euamtdcr's lamp solders the
As we could not imagine a aid of
York.
of a tube when the subextremity
It
because
may
planet in New York,
stance i> of ti!
Hgiit consist .>!n y. In
be larger than the earth itself, what
this way arc obtained very regular litwe are to Imagiue is tills: Suppose the
tle spheres that serve for the composiplanet could be divided into a million
of the ordinary quality of t Ne
million million equal parts and one of tion
pearls.
and
York
New
to
these parts brought
In the move beautiful Imitation·: the
We could easily flud it-i
weighed.
"at,
tube
employe! is :>l.g!!!.
weight in pounds or tone. Then mul
and the ;,la-s;ilower. I>csi les, gives to
tlply this by a million million million,
the lit: I
^beivs whil.· they are yet
and we shall have a weight of the planmalleable ( -rtaln sli^ii ι- -iv ·;> ilde !net. This would be equivalent to what
·< of surf»··»* by g"'itly t 'ppiug
astronomers might take as the mass of equaliti
theiu «illi a simili iron bur. Tin ;,'!ves
the planet.—Current Literature.
till greater rescmiblan· » to
them a
natural ρ ·:ιι·Ν. whic!i a.v very seldo:n
Hat.
A Use For His
i-'gulai· Fv'ia:; ;e.
A funny Incident of a drawing room absolutely
meeting was recently noticed. Λ grave
Ynlvnrily.
looking gentleman, with an unusually
hunting resort α
At a i\: ;nta:
tall hat. entered and. seeing no rack in
i lothing woman,
«';■
i.
the hail, placed his hat on tiie door Just richly
\\';h jewels i't the daytime,
behind the door. Pretty soon another bedecked
retuurkeil to one of he" family party
with a

fence

By the tltne we backed to Newball
Jonction Neighbor bad made np bis
mind my way. Mullen aud I climbed
Into the 100. and Foley with the 210
and none too good η grace coupled on
to the silk, and, flying red oignais, we
started again for Zanesville over the
river division.
Foley was ulwnya full of mischief.
He bad a better o:igine tir.»η ours, anyway, and he took satisfaction the rest
of the afternoon In crowding ue. Every mile of the way he was on our
I wits throwing the cjal and
heels.

a

speaks

motives.

comnenv."

Be Detected by the Hoi·
Drilled Through Thc;n.
The means of ascertaining the genuineness of pearls, which «η» frequently
Imitated with marvelous skill, is especially Important to the layman, even
though the Jeweler may quickly tie:'.-et

They May

haiu for the planet Mars and yet anA ham weighing
other on the sun.
thirty pounds at New York ought to
weigh some 800 pounds on the sun's
surface; hence the astronomer «Iocs not
speak of the weight of a planet, be
upon the
cause that would depend
place where it was weighed. But he?

lu ο ι a live wire. Fast as I could
I rigged a pony aud bi g in calling the
McClou i d ::;i:itcher. It was a rocky
scud, but after uo end of pounding I
got him uud gave orders for the wrecking gang and for one more of Neigh
bor's rnpidly decreasing supply of loco-

the 109 to go ahead us pilot
and run the stuff arouud the river
division with Foley and the 216."
"What'II you do with No. 6?" growlSix waa the local pased Neighbor.
senger weat
"Annul It west of McCloud." said 1
Instantly. "We've got this silk on our
hands now, and I'd move It If it tied
up every passenger train on the division. If wo can get the Infernal
stuff through, it will practically beat
the strike; If we fall, It will beat the

It l> the Mace of the Body That Counts
With the Astronomer.

liuni weighing thirty pound.·»
taken ιιρ to the moan and weighed there, the "pull"- the attractive
force of the moon upon the hamwould amount to only live pound?.
There would be another weight of the

cut

us

CO., NEW YORK

IMITATION PEARLS.

If

n;> for air I was fifty feet below
the pier. I felt It was all up with Bartholomew as I scrambled out, bi>t to
ray am.'.zvment as I shook my eyes

"give

Pure

WEIGHT OF PLANETS.

were

came

eyes, there was storm water certainly.
But after the relief engine hud pulled
what was left of ue back six miles to
a siding I made it my first busluess to
explaiu to Xcig'iL .e. nearly beside him
self, that Bartholomew was not only
not at fault, but tbat be had actually
saved the train by his nerve.
"I'll tell you, Neighbor," I suggested when we got straightened around,

phosphate of lime.

Absolutely

silk train.

tholomew thought before.
On we bumped, across fnvrs. through
swltche.?, over splits aud Into target
rods, when—and tills is the miracle of
ft all—the 109 got her fort· feet ou it
split switch, made a contact, and. after
α slew or two Ilk? η bogged h ire.·, shr

Pure

When ordering baking powder
ask for Royal. Λ pure, grape

But bis strategy was dawning on
me.
In 'act, he was |K>und!ng it into
me.
Even the shock and scare of leaving the track and tearing up ti e yard
bad not driven from Bartholomew's
noddle the most' Important feature of
our situation, which was, above every
thing, to keep out of the way of the
I felt every moment more mortified
at my attempt to shut him off. I had
done the trick of the woman who grabs
the reins. It was even better to tear
up the yard than to stop for Foley
to smaeh Into and scatter the silk over
the coal chutes. Bartholomew's decision was one of the traits which make
the runuer— Instant perception coupled
to instant resolve. The ordinary dub
thinks wlAt he should bave done to
avoid disaster after it is all over. Bar-

Pure

Absolutely

loaded with oranges which had come ;peu the train crew were ruuuing forSatisfactory Test for Sitting hens. struction of this insect before delivery.
It ward. and there sto,d L'a tlu!ouiew on
In mysteriously the night before.
For sitting bens I préféra grocery box, In speaking of the lax observance of this
could move freight
of purchasers the a last one. if we
was announced that the silk would be
the track above me looking at the reopen side away from light, and a 3-inch law for the protection
—for we were already moving pas;eu
held for the preseut uud the orange· frigerators. When I g.»t to him be exstrip of wood nailed to bottom of open- speaker above referred to expressed
this gers after η fashion—the strike might
ing to keep in nest material. I use or- himself as follows: "What a farce
rushed through. Bright and early the plained to me how be was dragged in
have seen,1' he con- he well uccounted beaten.
ange boxes, quite often, two nests to a inspection ib!" "I
refrigerator train was run down to the and had to tear the sleeves out of his
Stewart, the leader of the local con
box. These nests are cheap and can be tinued, "trees sent out the past year by
Ice houses, and twenty men were put blouse under water to g >t fr.O.
most reliable nurand
of
the
oldest
one
red-mites.
to
down
his
followers,
with
keep
together
tlugent,
replaced easily
The surprise is how little fuss men
to work Icing the oranges. At 7 o'clock
—Dr. N. W. Sanborn, Norfolk County, series in the state, and have been able to got after me at once.
McCurdy pulled lu the local passenger make about such things when they arc
find at least a thousand scales on an inMaes.
Ueed."
much
show
"You don't
sense,
with eugiue 105. Our plan was to busy. It took only five minutes for the
The most satisfactory nest for sitting dividual pear or apple tree."
«aid he. "You fellows here are breakSo far as is known, this scale insect
cancel the local and run him right out conductor to hunt up a coil of wire aud
hens is a box 10x10x10, one side partly
found a lodgment in this ing your necks to get things moving, with the oranges. When he got In he a sounder for me. and by the time he
open for old biddy to go out and in, soft has not yet
this strike's over if our bays
material to make the nest. Set this box state. We call attention to the above uml when
reported the 105 had sprung η tire. It got forward with it Bartholomew was
in building and you will have a good disclosures at this time as a warning to ask for your discharge they'll get it. knocked our scheme Into a cocked hat. halfway up a telegraph polo to help me
stock the
of
without our

It clean see, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It car*·» Catarrh and drives
attend to business.—A. L. Swearingen,
away a Cold in the
Wood County, W. Va.
Head quickly. ReA sitting hen's nest should be large,
stores the Senses of
but not too deeply curved with straw in
T.iate and Smell. Full size 50cts., at Drugdry, hot weather. A sod the size of the
gists or by mail ; Trial Size 10 eta. by mail. nest should be in the bottom with straw
Tort
New
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street,
The hen should be dusted with
over it.
insect powder 12th and ISth day.—W.
H. Bttele, Dauphin Connty, Pa.
In my long experience 1 have found
for constructiou for early nest for sitting
hens, coarse horse manure, with sufficient rowen, or some other soft material
to make a neatly formed nest. Later,
an inverted piece of sod, size of the sit-

ill

Raisins Calve·

A good deal of difficulty la experienced
by some in raising calve· on skim milk.
No doubt · good deal of this trouble
comes from over-feeding.
A young oalf
left on its dam doe· not eat a great
quantity at one time, but takes it more
often than is customary to feed, after
the calf is removed from its dam.
A good many feed their calve· only
twice daily, morning and night We
and were bothonce did this same
ered a good deal from indigestion, inducing scours. At one time, also, we
tliougnt it better to never allow the
calf to suck, but milked the cow and
fed the calf from the start, another practice wrong, in our opinion.
We now allow the calf to suck until
three days old or until the milk is fit
for use, whether we intend to raise the
calf or make of It a skim milk veal.
It is then taught to drink. We have
found to our satisfaction that a calf will
much faster, and make a much
tter start in life when allowed to
suck for three days than if fed from the
start.
While shipping cream to the creamery,
we make veals of such calves as we do
not wish to keep for cows. A good
many do not figure so closely as we do
for profit, and let the calf suck its dam
fora month or six weeks and sell for
veal. How does this work out?
A Jersey cow that will not make
nine pounds of butter a week when
fresh is not worth keeping in the herd.
If she make· nine pounds a week she
will produce 36 lbs. in four weeks, and
at 25 cents a pound the butter is worth
$9 and the veal market must be pretty
good to get $9 for a four weeks' Jersey
calf. Now take the calf on the skim
milk basis: We recently sold one for $4
when a month old. The calf was fed
entirely on skim milk from the
was four days old.
Counting the calf
one dollar at three days old, you have
93 more for the product of the cow from
the butter and skim milk veal, than from
the "sucker" and that is for only one
month. The skim milk fed this calf
turned us 30 cents a hundred pounds.
Another, not quite as good a feeder, we
sold for 13.50.
We recently bought a "bob" and put
1er on skim milk the second day and
she is looking fine and gaining nicely.
In starting calves tbis way great care
must be taken to warm the milk as nearly as possible as in nature. Feed 1 1-2
quarts to a moderate sized calf morning,
This can be increased
noon and night.
to two quarts each feed in two or three
days, and gradually increased as the condition and appetite of the calf warrants.
Watch the droppings and if there is a
tendeucy to scouring reduce the amount
of milk or skip a feed. If fed only
twice daily the calf is so hungry it gulps
the milk down too fast and indigestion
is likely to follow unless the calf is exceptionally hardy. Keep the bedding
clean and dry and there should be little
trouble, sad if there is a good market
for the skim milk veals, there is little
doubt 35 cents per hundred can be bad
for the skim milk in this way.—O. J.
Ryther in New England Farmer.
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Rapid change· of temperature are hard
on the toughest constitution·
The conductor patting from the heated
intide of a trolley car to the icy temperature
of the platform—the canvatter tpending an
hour or to in a heated building and then
walking againtt a biting wind—know the
difficulty of avoiding cold.

Scott9s Emulsion strengthens the

body so that it can better withstand the
danger of cold from changes of temperature.
It wiQ help you to avoid taking cold.
ALL DRUOQI8T81 BOo. AND fl.OO.
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Editer· ud Pr*prl«ton.
Gnoses M. atwood.

A. K. roun.

Tuns :—»1.50 a year If pal>1 strictly In ad Tance
Otherwise ts.ow a year. Single copie· 4 cent»
All legal advertisement!
Adtcktiskmksts:
are riven three connective Insertions tor $1J(
In
Wnrth
of
column. Special aoutracti
Inch
per
made with local, transient and yearly advert)»
era.
—

type, fut presses, electric
power, experienced workmen and low prieei
this
to
make
combine
department of oar t>nal
η ess oomplete and popular.

JOB Puxtoo :—New

HHOLE COPIES.
Single Copie· of the Democrat are (our centi
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price bj
the publishers or for the convenience of patrom
jingle opic· of each Issue have been place·! or
sal· at the following place· in the County :
shurtieff'· Drug Store.
South Pari·,
Noyés* Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetuaater.
Rut-klleM,
Mrs. Harlow. Post Oflce.
Pari* Hill,
^imuc' T. Whit·.
West Part·.
P. A. Sburtieff A Co.
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THE OXFORD BEAB8.
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OP TUB COUNTY.
Parts HilL
Baptist Charoh, Hev.S. O.Taylor, pastor
Preachln* em; Sunday al 10.-49 Λ. M. Sunday
Sabbath Kraals* Service at
School at IS ■.
7 JO p. M. T. t β. C. X. TmAt erenlng.
Prayer Meeting Ttundayerealaa at 7 30. Covenant Mretlnx the laat Friday before the lit
Sunday of the moath at 13t p. «. All not
otherwise r on nette rt are cordially InTtted.
Universalis! Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10 .-45 A- M.
flrtt

Mrs. W. H. Camming· left Saturday
for η visit of a few weeks to friends in
Boston and New York.
Miss Alice K. Hammond is visiting her
sister, Mrs. P. E. Sborej, at Portland for
a few days.
George M. At wood was at Augusta
laat week in the interest of the Paris
Trust Company bill now pending in the
legialature. Mrs. Atwood and Raymond
viaited relatives at Dixfield.
Misses Heleo and Joeie Cole were at
home over Sunday from Gorham Normal
School.
Have you examined your trees for
brown tail moth nests? Nests bave been
found on the farm of Ε ben E. Chapman,
in the field north of the watering tub
and at L. K. Stone's farm in the Hollow.
L. K. Stone, who has recently recover-

η·ι ιηιΐιΐ
Wwt parte.
Oxford Pomona Orange met with, Bookfield oan bout not only of Ita
Wert Parte Orange at Odd Follows Ball, Zadoc Long Publie Library whose ibelvea
Over two hundred: are stocked with many of tbo boat and
on Tneaday, the 5th.
and fifty were preeeat, nearly every > lateet books in the market, bnt it susman In the oonnty being represented. | tains two literary olnbs, each having a
Theforenoon waa occupied with routine membership of about twenty-five elect
work and conferring the fifth degree on ladies of the village and vicinity. These
After dinner a floe dabs hold their meetings in different
a class of eleven.
literary programme was carried out plaoes at the same time, on Tnesday
West Paris Orange choir furnished some afternoon, bi-monthly.
The Neeinscot Club held Its regalar
fine selections of musio. Instrumental
music was furnished by Mrs. Charles meeting Tuesday, last, with Miss Ardelia
Marshall playing the piano and Charles Prince. A goodly number were present
Martin the violin. All pronounced the and an interesting programme was carmusio first oiass. Mr. Pike of Norway ried out. Miss Prince proved herself as
and at the
sang a fine selection and responded to usual, a royal entertainer,
encore.
F. L. Wyman gave an Interest- close of the more formal part of their
ing talk on fruit production, oonflning meeting furnished a very tasty treat,
himself mostly to the production of consisting of nine kinds of home-made
to
apples. He advocated the setting of candy, and fruit punch. AU returned
in a very social frame of
young trees on land to be cultivated their homes
Buckfield
with other crops, having them long mind. At the same hour the
distances apart between rows and closer Literary Club met with Mrs. Emma

C.
Gleason,
preaoblng
the Congregational church wi· omitted
but Sunday.
Tbe Library Association served dinner
at the town meeting Monday m usual
and added 987.00 to the treasury.
Mr·. Seth Walker returned from Farm·
Ington last Monday accompanied by ber
granddaughter, Theresa Metoalf.
Mr·. F. 8. Chandler bu returned from
Sooth Pari· and Norway, having visited
her son and daughter.
Mr. Carl Tower of Norway met with
the Bethel muelo chorus Tuesday even·

log.

EFFECT OF THE FOOD LAW.
DBIVIXO

the row. This would make
cultivation convenient, and would let in
sun and air and also be convenient for
picking and spraying. A fine reading
The
was given by Mrs. Grace Stevens.
subject of co-operation in handling farm
crops was discussed by a number of the
members, but no action was taken. The
session was closed in season for the
afternoon trains, and all pronounced it
one of the most interesting and profitable meetings held in the county.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum went Saturday of
last week to Portland and from there
will go to Boston to attend the Easter

together in

Mies

illnes·:

Last

Mnelc.
Invocation.
Mode.

Charge of Key,

Margaret,

Only

created

man.

thing throughont
unpleasant feeling.

one
an

home in the "smoker" as it

crowded, and there was
almost helplessly drunk.

a

here

This bu naturally Increased tbe sale
remedies, and those that fulfill tbe provisions of tbe law. Hjomei,
for example, basa larger sale than before, and F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. still sell
it under a guarantee that it will cure catarrh or tbe money will be refunded.

three or four time·
neat pocket Inhaler
that comen with every outfit, and It·
healing air will reach the most remote
parts of the note, throat and lungs, killing all catarrhal germs and soothing and
healing any irritation in the mucous

Breathe Hyomel
daily through the

membrane.
The complete Hyorari outfit cnsts II,
extra bottlps, if needed, 50c., and sold

by

F. A. Shurtleff & Co. und^r guarantee
cure or cost nothing.

that it will

Eggs for Hatching.
WHITE WYANDOTTE
—

AND

Discharge.

Bankrupt's

The people of this State have heard
one side of this question, but have they
heard the truth, and the whole truth?
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will be lost

to

Portland

would

Misinformed !

yourselves that misleading and untruthful statements accompanied by petitions whose headings state in substance
that the proposed change would menace the interests of the
blind, the feeble-minded, the insane and the friends of good

roads, and would mortgage the resources of the entire State
for many years Ό come, should be sent throughout the State

for the purpose of intimidating and prejudicing the minds of
Legislators, before the committee having the matter in
to submit a report of their
had an

the

opportunity

charge
investigations?

No! This Is Not

Square

a

Deal!

Now the true facts of the mat-

ter

these :

are

Taxes of the citizens of the
State will not be raised One

Farthing.
Practically

amount

same

as

above must be expended on old

Capitol for repairs

or new con-

struction.

The expenditure of half

a

million dollars on old building
would not give the State a

suitable Capitol.

"Something must be done"

(as per the Governor's letter.)

The Bill of the Public Buildings Committee limits the cost
to the State to $500,000.
Portland will give $750,000
site and the

Legislature
cannot afford to refuse the gift.
and

a

Cut out the following coupon
letter and sign and mail to
your Representative TO-DAY.
Cut

on

this lino here.

To Hon

Representative
Dear Sir

County,

from

State House,

Augusta,

Maine.

:—

Believing that the question of the removal of the seat
of government from Augusta to Portland should be submitted to the people. I most earnestly request that you will
use
your vote to secure a referendum to the people on this

vitally important

matter

and will

any other member that you

use

Sign

name

your influence with

can.

Sincerely

yours,

here
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little
sake,"
a success and there was a largo
will call it spring, although the almanac 4th, was
between sixty and seventy
for certain reasons puts it off until the attendance,
the floor for the grand
21st. But that the past three winter couples being on
months bave been true to their name we march. Good music was furnished by
of Stearns' Orchestra from
think no one will dispute; so that it four pieces
which was much enjoyed.
might not be a bad idea to count up the Norway,
Baptist
The Wednesday Club held their meet- ago
popular
number of zero mornings and snow
last with Mrs. Charles H. Bates. preacher of the old stamp. Her nephew,
West Sumner.
storms we have had, together with the ing
Damon, is kindly caring for her
Petition for
amouut of snow fallen
during that The programme included reading from Stanley
Tbe 20th Inst, tbe W. R. C. will bold a
services of a
the
and
winter
this
recently
Shakespeare.
Dinner In tbe matter of
}
fair in the Universalist vestry.
period of time.
secured.
have
been
Mrs.
last
nurse,
T.
held
its
Hardy,
W.
U.
The
C.
HENRY E. HALE,
meeting
[ In Bankruptcy.
The number of zero
mornings in
to all who wish at tbe
narrow escape from a serious will be served
A
)
Bankrupt.
with
C.
afternoon
Mrs.
L.
very
December was six, the coldest being on Thursday
at
five
cents
holders
usual
price. Pretty
To tbe Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbe Disrun away and smash up occurred in the
the 8th, when it was ten below. It gave Bates. There were interesting report»
are for sale in advance by all memtrict Court of the Unite<l States for tbe District
of work done by the department super- village Thursday as Linwood Damon, apiece
of Maine :
us the same number of snow storms, the
of
a
The
the
of
bers
possession
Corps.
men.
one of Buckfield's popular young
several
the
and
intendents
EN BY E. HALE, of Romford. In the Counreadings
by
amount
12
heaviest on the 24th-25tb,
holder entitles any one to a ticket in the
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In aald
in came riding into the village at a dashing
The regular meeting
inches. January gave us nine zero morn- members.
worsted quilt which the ladies District, respectfully represents that on the 7th
he
failed
elegant
the
corner
In
R.
will be with Mrs. J.
Tucker.
turning
speed.
on the morning of April
the
of
coldest
will
being
have
tbe
April, last past, be was duly adjudged
are making and
ings,
day day
ready
M. S. Davis took his little daughter to correctly estimate the momentum he
under the Acts of Congress relating to
the 17th. 22 below. The number of snow
of the fair. A free entertainment will bankrupt ; that be ha· duly surrendered all
!
the
turned
he
not
So
had
the
Maine
Bankruptcy
to
General
only
Mildred
gained.
Hospital
storms was seven, the heaviest being on
be given in the afternoon.
his property and rights of property, and has fully
turned
but
driver,
robes,
where
of
last
Portland
week
corner,
sleigh,
at
Tuesday
Februthe 10th, amount seven inches.
Rev. E. A. Davie waa detained on ac- compiled wltb all the requirements of said Acts
she had a surgical operation for a throat blankets and other belongings into the
and of the orders of Court touching his bankary panucd out eight zero mornings, the
at this point the count of illneu and was unable to keep ruptcy.
came home Wednesday corner.
trouble.
She
Fortunately
coldest being the 23d-24th, twelve below.
in
church.
the
bis
!
Wherefore he prays, That he may he decreed
Baptist
appointment
as well as could be ex- foaming steed was brought to a standThe samo month gave us six snow and is doing
by tbe Court to nave a full discbarge from all
dextrous movement of the The meetings have been postponed two debts
the
still
by
provable against bis estate under said
storms, the heaviest on the 5th, amount pected.
weeks.
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exGeraldine, the infant daughter of Mr. young man, the driver and articles retwelve inches.
who
and
E.
Doble
W.
Clayton
Lothrop,
by law from such discharge.
recepted
C. Mayhew, was taken stored to the vehicle and the journey
Thus we see that the whole number of and Mrs. P.
Dated this 6th day of March, A. D. 1907.
A warning to young men who have been sick with the mumps, are still
sumed.
ill
when
but
two
old
and
HENRY K. IIALE, Bankrupt.
serionsly
days
zero mornings were 23, snow storms 19,
in a weak condition. They are now both
drive fast horses.
NORWAY, ME.
to two years.
Order of Wo tic β Thereon.
and tbe total amount of snow 94 inches, died Sunday, March 3d. The loss was a
in bed.
ill
its
closed
school
The
the
mainteTbe bridge bill, putting
to the bereaved
village high
of Maine, ss.
District
or nearly eight feet, providing my figures great disappointment
Mrs. Horatio Chandler is threatened
On this 9th day of Mar., A. D. 1907, on reading
nance of highway bridges on the state,
parents. Prayer was held at the bouec winter tirra Thursday for its spring vaca- with pneumonia.
are correct.
tbe foregoing petition, It is
was killed in the senate Wednesday,
at 10 Λ. m. by Mr. Evans, pas- tion, Mr. Lewis G. Lord, teacher.
It will also be seen that while we have Monday
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be bad
called
were
Doctors Marston and Heald
Mr. William Gregg of Andover was the
B. church.
after sr me discussion.
upon the same on the '29th day of Mar., A. D.
had snow storms enough to answer every tor of the F.
of his mother at R. C. Thomes' on to Alvin Gerry the 6th, and prononnced 1907, before said Court at Portland, In said DisThe University of Maine had a sort of
E.
Pratt
has
removed
Mrs.
their
guest
W.
there have been none to comj his case appendicitis. Mr. Gerry left for trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that nofield day in the house Wednesday, the purpose,
household goods from the rent in Dr. Wednesday.
be published In the Oxford Demopare with those farther south and west,
of the C. M. G. Hospital at Lewiston the tice thereof
80
Mr.
William
session of that body being five hours conRecord,
years
and
had
them
past
sent
Tates'
t<>
house,
crat, a newspaper printed in said District, and
' next
the heavies': fall at any one time being
day.
and
seriouswas taken very
all
known
that
creditors, and other persons In
age,
where
her
has
husband
South
tiuuous, and most of it taken up with 12 inches. We might add,
Union,
I have a good line of
however, beI Sylvester Bisbee has returned from Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
ill Friday morning.
the resolve in favor of the university.
fore leaviog the subject, that on the 13th- permanent work. They have a reut ly
he has bien to visit his and ahow cause, if any they have, why the
i
where
Lewiston
C.
F.
Rev.
Elder,
Parsons,
There were two points of discussion,
for
Presiding
there
I.
should
not
be
of
said
housekeeping.
grante
petitioner
prayer
14th of November there was a fall of 15 engaged
who resides there.
Stable
And it Is further ordered by the Court, That
whether the university should be allowMrs. Ida Abbott Brown has moved in- was in town Friday and held a meeting of son, Roy,
inches, of which no account has been
Mrs. M. P. Heald went to Buckfield the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credthe quarterly conference. Pastor's claim
ed to continue ({ranting the degree of
Mrs.
rent
vacated
and
to
Pratt
the
by
$1.25, 1.50, 1.75, a.oo, 2 25,
itors copies of said petition and thli order, adtaken, since it was not a winter month.
and current expenses were reported all Friday to call on friends.
bachelor of arts, and the amouut which
dressed to them at their places of residence ao
If the weather record will go to housekeeping there.
Another thing:
has
been
who
Rachel
Mrs.
stayParlin,
2.50, 3.00, 3.50.
of
and
the
return
the
stated.
should be appropriated for its mainte- had been
pastor,
Mrs. Laura Reed is quite sick.
paid in full,
kept at the Center there would
with her daughter, Mrs. D. D. Small,
Witness tbe Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
nance.
Several different amendments to
Myra Austin of South Paris is visiting Rev. A. W. Pottle, for another year re- ing
have been several more zero mornings to
Portand
seal
at
the
Street
thereof,
large size,
was called home Friday on account of of the said Court,
tbe bill were presented and voted upon,
'Γ. White.
quested.
land, In said District, on the 9;b day of Mar
record, since tbe temperature there her aunt, Mrs. S.
Miss Ethel Waterman spent Friday at the illness of ber little granddaughter, A. D. 1907.
2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50,
and a number of speeches were made,
John Bryant has gone to Thompson
from
much
lower,
averages
generally
JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
Margaret West.
[L. S.J
Mr. tiloason of Mex co being one of those
Camp in Albany to cook the remainder the Methodist parsonage.
six to ten degrees.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Jennie Bradbury of West Paris has
4 00, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50.
returned from
Mrs. Julia Harlow
who favored the most liberal treatment
Attest: JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk
Our visitors Sunday consisted of of the logging season for the Paris
for
u
office
the
central
in
been
telephone
Auburn
As passed by the
of the university.
Thursday.
Co.
and Horse
Edgar Morgan and wife, who stopped Manufacturing
few days this week while Charles Ryerhouse, the resolve allows the arts decree over
Mies Sue Wheeler of South Paris was
nigbt and the next day he attended
eon, tbe operator, took a short vacation.
Albany.
to be retained, ami appropriates $05,000
of
Lola
A.
for
two
the
Miss
Lane
guest
town meeting.
Mrs. F. M. Chandler ie in poor health.
ALSO
Your correspondent having been bousfor 1907 ami the same for 1908, for mainMouday night Floyd Morgan visited or three days last week.
The
Η. N. Bolster homeed for the past two months with tho She ie preparing to go to the C. M. G.
tenance.
The amendmenr fixing that
mother
of
Mrs.
Samuel
Mrs.
Ryerson,
his
and
best girl
here, accompanied by
for stead situated in South Paria
friends
Her
hope
many
much
Hospital.
not
been
able
secure
lias
to
Mr.
Suit Cases.
amount, which was presented by
grippe,
tbe next day attended Pomona Grange at Estes, Jr., is quite sick.
her speedy recovery.
tileason, was carried 79 to :J4.
finished, hot water heat
Advertised letters in West Paris post news. Every one living knows that wo
West Paris. Our young craft went at the
ConBacon
of
and
Mre.
John
Mr.
for
had
some
cold
have
had
The senate, which
weather,
very
previously same time and reported a full house, a office March 1 :
and all modern
attached,
what had been prophesied to be an open necticut have signified their intention to
shown a vote of 10 to 10 in favor of reMise Sarah Buck.
dinner and a grand time generally.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Dow in the a two story house, ell and stable,
visit
good
some
now
we
are
winter.
But
the
Bane
on
C.
having
submission,
Wednesday passed
A copy of Lincoln Chronicle found its
located.
to
Samuel L. Chamberlain.
fine March days, and we all feel thankful near future.
resubmission resolve without division,
here recently. It is an eight-page,
Alverton Cole.
South Paris.
Lottie Allen of Paris, who has been
S. WRIGHT, Adm.
for
the
and it will come up in the house this way
proepectof spring soon appearMine Francis Hawee.
six-column paper, published at Millifor Mre. E. J. Marston, was
working
J. P. Hunt.
week.
ing.
nocket. The paper contains a fair amount
Freddie E. Jordan.
We are also glad that the grippe is called home last week on account of the
non. ueorge u. uisoee, appt-iiriDK oeof local >nd general news, a few wittiNe'non B. Manu.
fast
fore the railroad committee Wednesday
disappearing from town, as there illness of her mother.
F. L Ordway.
cisms, and of course up to date in adverMarch 6tb, born to the wife of Charles
wan never such a sickly time known in
Mr>). Jennie Pitt*.
in behalf ot the bill allowing the extentisements; but a set of new type would
John Howe.
for the past fifty years, as wo Hammond, a eon (12 pounds).
sion of the Portland and Rumford Falls
Albany
F. J. Wood.
improve its mechanical appearance very
have bad the past two months. Ovor j Jennie Bates of Snow's Falls has como
Railway to Portland, stated that it was much.
■
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury has gone to
uncle, Mellen
the intention te make the road as now
fifty were sick at one time in Albany, to assist in caring for ber
lier
little
died
the
widow
Since
girl
Lewiston on a visit.
Bates, who continues to be about the
but only two deaths resulted.
ruu a part of a through route from FortBisbee has been stopping with Mrs. A.
At its annual meeting, held recently, same.
land to Quebec, which would be thirty
West Bethel.
S. Brooks until last Tuesday, when she
At the annual town meeting held here
WE SHALL PUT ON SALE
the Albany Public Library Association
now
route
miles shorter than auy
resumed her work with Mrs. Leonard
"Idly I scratch the frosty pane
Monday Geo. A. Chandler was elected
chose the following officers:
traveled.
To peer Into a sky of (tray,
at North Norway.
Carter,
treasurer but resigned and A. L. Palmer
The legislature plans to adjourn*by
Then glance towards the creaking vane,
President— Amos G. Bean.
M ins Mary E. Brooks is at home this
Mr. Palmer
waa elected in his place.
Vice-President—W. E. Cummlngs.
But enow 'tis set at north to stay !"
the 23d in*t., and held a cession on Saturweek, but intends to go back to work
and Treasurer—Nancy Andrews.
Secretary
was not present and he has sinoe sent in
day to rush the work along. There will for Mrs. Granville Felt of Woodstock
"Loud roars the blast, the driving snow
Ide)>cctor—Mrs. C. A. Urover.
officer· are
Tbe
other
his
résignation.
have tu b« some hustling if the date set
Kill» all the air. 'linn earth and >ky ;
next Sunday.
The Christian Endeavor Society held given elsewhere. The following appro- 3 133 Rolls Wall Paper and Borders of ΙΟΟβ Stock.
Yet. wait a while! the utorm Is paat.
is made good.
The town meeting came and went
their election of officers recently with the
The glorious sunshine comes again."
priation· were made: School·, $900;
Six members of the committee on
roll at
without much perturbation until article
All grades from 5 cents to 25 cents per
following result:
achool books, 9150; repairs on school
salaries and fees are in favor of doubling
Severe colds are still prevailing.
nine came up, which caused some pretty
Presldont—W. E. Cummlnga.
9200; town's poor, 9000; roads
houses,
the pay of legislator!·, and four are opTown election passed without exciteVice-President—Angle C. Bean.
warm discussion for a while, although
and bridges, 92,200; cutting bushes from
Recording Secretary—Nina F. Bean.
posed.
not su violent as to dissolve the Union. ment.
the roadside, 9200; incidental expenses,
Treasurer—Ktta Gumming*.
Fast Day seems to be
dead, and To render it all
We
missed
the
5:45
of
whistle
morning
plain we will copy the
Will Bird, une of our town hunters, 9500; Memorial Day, 915.
Patriots' Day is substituted for it, but
the
steam
mill
last
week.
article entire which reads thus: "To
had quite an exciting time the other
the historic institution did not die withMercury still hovers near zero, and
see if the town will vote to raise Johnny's
Sale to continue two weeks, or until all are sold.
Hebron.
He visited hie fox camp to watch
out a funeral oration—in fact, several
to admit sleddiug bids fair to remain good through night.
so-called,
high
enough
Bridge,
for foxes on the bait. Soon one appearfanerai orations, and the vote in the
Od Monday Professor Talbot with the
of easy passage of small launches, row March.
bouse was by no means unanimous.
Fred E. Murphy and mother have ed and fell under the fire from the camp, class in political economy attended the
boats and canoes, and raise money for
and
was
in.
Then
a
second
one
taken
town meeting at Paris for the
moved out of town, but he visits this
same."
purpose of
appeared and met the same kind of a seeing work on a larger scale than In our
A Dangerous Measure Killed.
Johnny's Bridge extends over the nar- village nearly every day.
but
Bird
anias
the
thought
little town, and taking notes for future
Albert A. Fowler of Cumberland Mille reception,
The people of Maiue are to be con- rows between South and Round Pond, in
mal lay still, be would wait and see if use in the class.
gratulated upon one thing which was Greenwood, and North Pond in Wood- visited C. L. Abbott and family last any more
diswere
be
Shortly
coming.
Mr. Henry Merrill, one of the selectdone in the legislature la»t week, when stock ; and by raising the bridge several week, and met many old friends.
The price of. eggs unexpectedly ad- covered that his game was on the run, men, told us yesterday that two nests of
the senate, by a vote of 16 to 13, defeat- feet, so as to permit the above mentioned
so be gave chase, and soon found him brown-tail moths had been found on Aled the bill which gave the Union Water crafts to pass through, it would enlarge vanced two cents per dozen last week,
out on the snow, and took him bert Conant's trees and one nest on
Power Co. authority to deepen the out- the play ground of the summer pleasure and 20 cents is now paid in goods by H. sprawled
βο MARKET
by the leg and dragged him into the Sylvester Bearce's. The nests were
lets of the Kangeley Lakes, and draw seekers by permitting them to navigate W. Dennison <& Co.
He
waiied a few minutes longer, examined
The backbone of winter is unbreak- camp.
by the Inspector, who was in
them down to a maximum of six feet be- the three ponds without disembarking.
MAINE.
'OUTBC
PARI·.
when a third fox appeared, and Bird town
Tuesday. An inspector will be
low their natural level during the winter No one objected to the scheme, pro- able, but the last joint will be reached
send him his compliments, but
at once to look over the town.
on the 21st, and an ending will come if tried to
appointed
it
took
those
who
wanted
done
would
an
months. Senator
viding
Hastings
hie gun missed fire and he missed his
A large quantity of wood is being
active and creditable part in defeating pay the bill; but the rural districts no appendage proves to be attached.
H. W. Dennison & Co. now have full fox. The hunter then returned to the hauled to the village and logs to the
F. A. SHUBTLEFF * CO.
F. A. SHVJBTI.EFF * CO.
the measure.
thought it wrong to raise the money for
an
hour
been
house,
just
having
gone
mill.
No one is disposed to make light of that purpose by taxing the town. But control of the flour, grain and feed busifind fifteen minutes. He left his two
The roads here are very good just now
the advantage which it would be to the finally those who were in for the scheme ness in this village, and employ Elmer
Foxes on the front porch, and went into but what
they will be to-morrow no one
industries of Lewiston, Rumford Falls carried the day by a small majority, and Stiles in their mill and bis wife in the
the house and told what he bad done, can tell.
it was voted to raise 9200 for that pur- store and post office.
and other places to be assured of
aj^
J. E. Bartlett of Boston spent WedCharles Lyman Abbott, Jr., who died and invited the family out to see his
ample supply of water during the pose.
When he opened the door he nesday night with hi·
parents, Mr. and
One week o( March gone and no sap of pneumonia at his home on West E^ame.
months when there is now a possibility
PERHAPS YOU HAVE NOT TAKEN
Bethel Flat Feb. 20th, as announced in jaw one of the foxes leap up and take to Mrs. W. A. Bartlett.
of xcarcity. If that was all of it, there weather yet.
Mr«. Cornelia Moody has gone to Rumthe Democrat last week, was the only his heels, whereupon Bird seized an
would be no discussion. But there is
Oxford.
child of C. L. and Sophronia (Bennett) aid broom and gave chase. After run- ford Palls for a short time.
another side to the matter. Aside from
about
rods
the
fox
underthirty
Isaiah Dunn died at Maiden, Mass., at Abbott. He was a member of Mt. Abram ning
all sentimental considerations regarding
took to play dodge around the mail box
the damage done to our most beautiful the home of his daughter, Mrs. McKil- Lodge, I. Ο. O. F., and one of the offiEast Sumner.
When a cough has run along for several weeks without
lie made the turn Bird
but
when
In addi- post,
Maine lakes, and purely as a cold busi- lop, on March 4tb, aged 85 years. Mr. cers at the time of his death.
The Grange fair and sale last week I
made
a
dive
and
him
the
tail,
got
by
Dunn was born in Portland and was for tion to his aged parents he left a wife
ness proposition, the lakes are too valubeing
stopped it becomes chronic. Then it takes a true
ind beat him with the broomstick until Thursday was very successful and
able an asset to the state as a whole, a number of years a resident of this and two sons.
was
realized
attended.
About
1100
tie fixed him. So be got his pelt.
ly
remedy to cure it. No sugar and water mixed in
He was at one time proprietor of
even to be experimented with in the town.
from it. The hall is hardly adequate
will do it. Harvard
when you can't
the
the Oxford Bouse and also engaged in the
manner provided by the bill.
East Waterford.
North Stoneham.
for these special occasions and needs to
Kicker of Poland lumber business. He was a good citizen,
Mr. Edward P.
it just as directions say
Take
is
need.
what
Balsam
Miiis Helen M. Sanderson has returned
be
enlarged.
P. W. Murdock of Norway is here reyou
Spring has made a lot of money out of always ready to promote the interest of to her studies at the Central Maine Gen·
Occasional car loads of apples
and you will cure your cough. Price 25 cents.
pairing the boiler to the mill of Bartlett
the summer business of Maine, and it is the town, and an active temperance
tinue to be shipped. Geo. Rloker and
eraLHospital.
ί McKeen.
appropriate, but nevertheless praise- worker. He leaves one daughter and
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Ames have moved
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Adams went to Henry Bonney got off a lot last week.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
worthy io him, that some of it should be four sister*.
back to the farm from Harrison.
A few from the vicinity went to West
Norway on business Monday.
spent, as he bas spent it, in educating
Loren D. Pride went to EastStoneham
Blanche Adams baa finished her school Minot last Wednesday and attended the
Brownfield.
the people through the newspapers to
for a brief visit last week, and was taken ( it
Norway and is at home for a vacation. Pomona Grange meeting.
Cold weather is still In fashion.
the dangers in this bill. He can well
ill with grippe.
He was able to return
A large lot of logs are in awaiting
C. P. McKeen and son of Albany will
Mrs. I. M. Linscott was taken to the home
afford to be characterized in the legislaMiss Melvina Green | inisli
Monday.
hauling the birob from the ridge water power for sawing.
tive discussions as the writer of "Tom hospital for treatment for appendicitis
bim for a visit.
Charles
Bosworth has a position on
accompanied
< >f Speckled Mountain
at the mill this
Lawson letters."
Wednesday. It is reported to-day that
the P. and R. F. freight trains as brakeGeorge Morey, Chaunoey Ames, Bert ireek.
the operation was successful.
McKenney and Ted Knight were memUncle Hiram McKeen )a quite tick man.
Mrs. J. L. Friok, who has been suffer- ber* of a
Last Week's City Elections
party starting for Virginia vith the grippe. It is quite bard for a
for nearly eight weeks with ophthaling
Thursday to work on a job for which ] nan of his age, be being past ninety
Aa far as partisan advantage is conEaat Bethel.
F. Λ. einTBTXF.FF * CO.
F. A. BHTRTLEFF * CO.
mia,'is much better. It was feared at Jesse W. Warren is agent.
cerned with the elections in Maine cities one time that she would lose her
rears of age.
Ear!
Kimball
of South Paris visitMr.
eyeGuy V. Aldrich and his brother, Erlast Monday, neither Republicans nor
ed relative· here last week.
sight.
nest Morse of Lewiston, were at L. M.
Mason.
Democrats can claim any overwhelming
Mr. Henry Howe of South Paris spent
Mrs. W. Cole and son are visiting her Sanderson's
recently.
Hastings' crew that bave been cutting the past week with his unole, P. B. Howe.
gain from last year. The Republicans father and mother, Mr. and Mr·. Reuben
elected their candidates for mayor in
timber
have
finished
their
and
»ulp
job
Mrs.
L. C. Bartlett attended Pomona |
Linscott.
noved out of the wood·.
Anburn, Rockland and Watcrville, whioh
Norway Lake.
at West Paris last Tuesday.
Grange
went
last year
T. F. Hastings and the aoaler were in
Democratic, while the
Mrs. Rose K. Frost and friend, Miss
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
First Congregational church, Rev. Dr.
own
Democrats elected the mayor in Bath,
5th measuring up the pulp
James J. O. Tarr, minister.
Lyle Blanchard, from Milan, Ν. H., visSunday, with Mrs. Frances Partridge March 20th. imberthe
on the stream.
Rastport, Ellsworth and Hallowell, March 17, morning worship at 10:45,
Mothers1 Club will meet at their hall
ited her home here last Monday.
which were Republican last year. Some
Horace
Walker
went
to
Rnmford
to
Miss Blanche Bartlett returned to her
the pastor, "Woman's March 12th.
with sermon
isit his mother, who is sick.
of the cities electcd a mayor of one party Work in the by
F. E. Pottle has moved into one of the
Church/' Sunday Sohool
millinery work in Lowell, Mass., last |
and a city government showing a majorCarrie
Rollins
is
work
for
at
O.
S.
In
the
rents
house.
Bradbury
at 12 m.
Saturday.
Evening worship at 7:00, subity for the other party. Four Republi- ject, "A Hunt for some Zebedees." All
Mildred and Alta Pottle were guests of } rover.
Archie
can and seven Democratic mayor* were
J.
Hutchinson
had
the
misforof
Pearl
Cook
Miss Elsie
Norway Wednesday.
men are especially invited.
Oxford Pomona Orange.
une to hurt his knee so aa to lay blm up
elected.
Mrs. R. W. Knight visited at W. S.
Whitney is expected to sing a solo.
1st Tuesday In April. Place,
or some time.
Time,
Partridge's Monday.
\ POPULAR HOTEL,
furnished, well
ia at work for J. A. Paris Grange, Sooth Paris.
Judkins
North Parla.
Harry
and
Rena
Wood
have
Took Poiso·, but May Uve.
Billings
Agnes
Routine
Work.
(oKenzie sawing pnlp wood on the river.
to showl
I shall be
man.
ocated and a fortune in it for the
Tena Kimball visited her aunt, Mrs. recently visited relatives In Waterford.
Mias Mary
Hale, waitress in a
8th degree.
Mrs. Douglas Cashing is visiting ber Conferring
'( naif hoar. Topic, "
Woman's
what line |
restaurant at Rumford Falls, took some M. S. Bubier, recently.
and
can furnish you
kinds
all
I
have
of
arents
to
one
free
In
this
of
hem
7th
Maroh.
of
Ι
1
should the educational work
M grange
Albany
expense.
any
Mrs. Will G rover has been away visitkind of poison Friday, but may recover.
Dkkvale.
be eoadocted?"
Mrs. J. A. Boberts. |
be
She went into a drug store and asked ing recently.
Dinner.
want. I can save you money. Come and see.
what
with
is
Farrar
cord
wood.
Vernon
you
drawing
Byron.
Mr. and Mrs. Moees Dow of West
lesion to use the telephone, which is
p. x.
D. C. Chenery is at the Central Maine
Town meeting proved very quiet, and
id the prescription screen. It is Sumner visited his brother and wife,
Choir.
Music,
where
be
underwent
3eneral
Hospital,
a
abort
aeaalon.
Reeltstlon,
Norway Grange.
supposed that she secured some strych- Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow, receatly.
March 4th.
tn operation for
Franklin
Mrs.
Louisa
Music,
Orange,
ber
visited
lona Littlehale la sick with the !
Knapp
brother,
nine tablets while there to use the teleChild is at nome from the same j .. S. Toung, on Bnckfleld
Cooperation as presented by the
Hill, over, jueitloa,
| 1 WU
Maine Pomona Orange Association.
phone. She was discovered unconscious measles.
where he went for the same1 g
tospital
is
Paris
at
Choir.
Harrison
Littlehale
Sooth
nnday.
Masks,
not long after and three physicians
and
Ernest
Leavitt Knight
J. S. Taylor is visiting In town for a, 14 hour la charge of lecturer of Paris
I >urpoee.
worked over her nearly all the after- lick with tho measles.
P.
Edmund
have
also
returned.
f »w days, and V. D.
takes his.
Ida Littlehale is at home fro· Bethel Coding
Miss Hale has had spell· of
noon.
targets is still there, uot having suf- lace at Macy Junction daring hi· abdespondency and has told friends that to help her mother ear· (or the sick loiently recovered to return. Many »p »nce.
New suits and rain coats coming every
i
her mother died in aa insane asylum. Mies.
ithera are afilioted, but trying to get
The ball at Hop City Monday sight 1 lay. We bave a fine selection. $S to
Mrs. Diantha Voiler (ell reoently and
Her home is at Water ville. She has1
«lief from modiolus instead of surgery. 1 aa wall attsodsd.
I
M». V. H. Noyas Co.
been at ltamford Falls slaee September, ι jot hart.
The act is
of the court.
its passage.
The reports on the state capital question were made Tuesday. As forecasted,
five members of the committee on state
buildings and ground1* favor removal—
or. rather, favor submitting the question
to the people—and five are opposed.
The bill reported by the five who favor
removal provides for the change of the
capital from Augusta to Portland,
providing Portland contribntes a site for
the new capital and $750,000 toward."
building it. In addition there is appropriated the sum of 5125,000 yearly for
Tbe act is to
four year* from the state.
be submitted to the people at a special
election on the first Monday of June.
Tho two reports will be discussed in tbe
legislature this week.
Mr. Steams of Norway has introduced
a bill to create a special commissioner at
$2000 a year, who shall be a professional
chemist and bacteriologist, to investigate
the comparative resource, utilities and
values of the inland waters of Maine,
the duration of the work to be limited

by any judge

Shall It Be Removed?

IBread is the Staff of Life.*

man

If I look and
act so idiotic as he looked and acted
when I am boozy, and you will prove it
Ill, Lewiston, and Miss Susie Twitohell to me, I will drink uo more while the
Eaton wss world stands—or I will water my rutn
Florence L.
of Betbel.
tbe young ladies' prize and considerably.
aged, and for many years has lived alone, awarded
the young gentlemen's
John.
is very noticeably failing especially in Ernest Blsbee
ie due each of the
her mind, not beiug able at times to prize. Much credit
A meeting for tbe organization of a
recognize her nearest friends. She was participants.
Mrs. J. U. Purington went to Andover', state forestry association will be held at
the daughter of Elder Witham, well
visit her daughter, the state house at Augusta Thursday
known in all this region a generation Mass., Saturday, to
and Friday of this week.
Mrs. John V. Holt.
Free Will
as a

now on

To Portland.

IMPRSSION

—

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK.
BO Oentai per 18
Call on D. H. Bean at tbe butter
tory, South Parla, Maine.

Capital

State

of reliable

the day
We rode
was uot

young

[

been advertlaed for the core of catarrh
have been driven ont of exlstenoe bj tbe
Pure Food Law.

eye. Indeed, that was long before tbe
grange idea had entered into the head or

heart of

CATABBH

Many wortbleu remedies that

Since boyhood's happy days we had
not "stopped off" at West Minot, and
whatever changes may have taken place,
it is that the substantial brick
Philip M Barker. certain
and tbe beautiful and convenient
station
Verna M. KHgore
Ernest Γ, Blsbee.
grange ball were not visible to the naked

on Garfield,
Music.
Florence L. Eaton.
Vlrglola of Virginia,
Forrest A. Keene
The Mount of Laws,
Jennli A. Forbes.
From a Far Country,
MuMc.
T. Fltzmanrlce Vail.
The Defense of Hofer,
Beetle A. Oood.
Commencement,
Mu«lc.
Award of Prlies.
Excellent vocal and instrumental music
was given. The judges were Rev. E. W.
Keonison, Gorham, N. H., W. L. Church-

Eulogy

WOBTHLESS

MAX Τ

MIDICIHKe OUT OF KXISTKHC·.

Ethel Richardson is visiting
friends in Boston and vicinity.
Miss Lillian Stearns and Mrs. Annie
Wllley have been in Boston the past
week attending the millinery opening·
and will add an attractive «took of the
latest fashions.
Mrs. Ε. E. Whitney is in Lancaster, N.
Jewett and completed their course in
H., having been called there by tbe seriEnglish History.
The epidemic of colds and grippe has ous illness of ber niece.
Mr. E. Smith and family have moved
at last struck this village. Among those
who have been confined to their house into the "Woodbury rent1' for tbe preshave been Miss Lizzie Allen, Mrs. Helen ent. Mr. Smith sold his bouse and farm
Emery, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Morrill, to Mr. Simpson of Millsfield, Ν. H.
Hon. Louis C. Stearns of Bangor, a
Mrs. Samuel Thomes and A. W. Pottle.
Most of them are convalescent and some former "Bethel boy," has been engaged know and with very many that we never
to deliver the Memorial address before knew and never shall know.
are again out.
And in all that throng we saw no two
Mr. A. E. Stevens of Auburn joined Brown Post this year.
The academy closed Friday for a two who looked alike. And yet all that go to
his family over Sunday who are spendmake up the human face divine were in
ing some weeks with their uncle, Hamp- weeks' vacation.
den Allen, on account of the impaired
Friday evening the citizens of Betbel proper position. Nature seems to deto
health of their daughter, Hazel, who is gave another proof of their loyalty
light in an endless variety. We cannot
suffering from a chronic attack of Gould Academy by attending in large understand bow, with such a limited
numbers the annual prize speaking con- capital of noses, eyes, ears, lips and
bronchial trouble.
Master Evan Shearman of Portland is test. The following programme was pre- things, she can throw on tbe canvas of
spending part of the winter with hi* sented with tbe exception of Forrest A. tbe world such a variety. 0, she is an
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Prince. Keene, who was excused on account of artist. She is great on combination.

ed from the measles, is now suffering
and purchase her
from a complication of diseases that millinery openings
spring stock of millinery goods. She
confine him to his bed.
to be away a week or more.
Ralph Cole and Lester Twitchell re- éxpects
Mr. Thomas E. Stearns, who is still
turned Friday from their Washington
boarding wtih Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bates,
excursion.
visited the eariy part of last week Master Evan is all right any way—a chip
Mrs. Hiram K. Hubbard returned last was
his son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. John of the old block.
week to Dr. King's hospital at Wood- by
Mies Hattie Damon, who has been
of Cambridge, Mass.
fords. Mrs. Hubbard, not having made P. Stearns,
Mr. and Mrs. George I. Burnham of spending the winter with her aged aunt,
as good recovery as was expected from
Paris were in town Wednesday of Mrs. Hattie Damon, was called Tuesday
her operation of last spring, returns for South
to ber home in Sumner on account of
further treatment. Mr. Hubbard hss last week.
Notes from the Legislature.
Miss Ethel M. Howe ie visiting rela- the illness of her mother.
remained with bis wife the past week
Mr. V. P. DeCoster and wife of the
in Berlin, Ν. H.
to be at South Paris while tives
but
East attended the Grange meeting at
Anna
C.
has
returned
The judiciary committee on Tuesday- courtexpect»
Mrs.
Young
is in seesion.
Minot Corner on Wednesday.
They
from North Ansou.
reported "ought to pass1' on the bill
Rev. E. A. Davis of Lewiston, state home
Mr. F. L. Wyman of Curtis Hill hap spoko in very flattering terms of the adestablishing a third term of Supreme missionary, spoke most acceptably at
their
brother
In
dress
for
Oxford
Granger,
Judicial Court
sold his Ben Davie apples to W. M.
County.
given by
the Baptist church Sunday morning.
"Wit and
of Lewiston at $2.25 per barrel. Rev. H. A. Clifford,· on
the form in which the bill is reported it
There will be a social dance at Acad- Temple
Wisdom."
from
the
one
the
which
fruit
differs materially
originalHe had 150 barrels of
emy Hall, Saturday evening, March Hi.
C. C. Withlngton and family went to
was packed last week by P. M. Wyman
ly put in. As reported it establishes a
him
will be L' wiston Saturday, returning Sunday
assist
and
third term, to be held at Rumford Falls
a
man
to
with
Greenwood.
without
afternoon.
week.
on the second Tuesday of May,
For the sake of hurrying up matters a shipped this
"Aunt Hannah" Damon, who is very
The dance on Monday evening, March
grand jury unless it is specially ordered
we
and "for convenience'
Ripe Old AxeState Capital to Portlaud.
Are The? Afraid?
Sprloυ Suits and Coats.
What ab ^ut Hits?
Costs XothloK unle«s Cured.
Kffect of the rrnxl Law.
Gasoline Ku<lnew.
Spring Hats.
Κ reai Γ Is the Staff of Life.
Kkk· 'or Hatching.
Bankrupt's Petition for Dlsc^ar^eitlds Received.

Joka'e Letter.
The other day Miss Anal· Tattle heard
a cry of dletreee la her hea bouse, and
■he weat to lean the cease and found an
enormous bawh bad killed a ben and wae
■itting down to dinner. She shot tbe
door end called to Wallace, and he came
armed and equipped aa tbe law directe,
and Mr. Hawk wae a dead hawk pretty
Four feet le the spread of hie
eoon.
wing·. Clarence Shaw will have the setting up of blm. He claims that it ie tbe
he ever saw.
largest hawkold
cow's test bas ris from
Again tbe
14 some to IS something. If there is to
be and most be a bobbing about we
greatly prefer the bobbing op to tbe bobbing down prooees.
Charley says he wishes that be was a
farmer, so that he would have nothing to
do but to gad and go Jo tbe granges.
That remark wae oaiiea out by seeing our
face eet as if we would go to Weet Minot
to tbe Pomona·' meet. Well, we did go,
taking our face along with us—euch as it
is. And we have bad no reaeon to regret It. It was a great day and there
were more in attendance than we can
correctly tell. Dixfleld, Peru, Hartford,
Sumner and Bnckfleld helped to enlarge
the throng that gathered from the lower
towns. We met with thoeo we used to

Hartal

to tb· illiMM of the pastor, Rev.
Owing
servioe at
ths
N.

Warp

62c. and $1.00
Taffeta

at

$1.25

Lansdowne

We would be

pleased
Yours

at

$i.*5

to show them to you.

truly,

i B. & Z. S. Prince.
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Sanford M. Brown ha· bwa affectée
gbe exftrrfl §tuu/acxI II for a few daya with appeodkitla, mild a!
first hot
a sudden torn for th<

taking

j

j

SOUTHPAWS.

worse, and will go to the hospital foi
I surgical treatment Monday afternoon.
'
The usual court temperance meeting
The net proceeds of the Good Chee r
will be held in the court room Tuesday
fair are over $400.
evening. The night of meeting has been
Harry P. King of Portland was at S changed from Wednesday to Tuesday.
over
Sunday.
A. E. Morse will vary the programme
SI. King's
with some readings during the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Stanley ο f
The
Schubert Quartette will sing.
A ib-n visited here Sunday.
Miss
Muriel Bowker's eighth birthday
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgerley is visited b; j
was observed Saturday afternoon by a
her aunt, Mrs. Cobb of Gorham.
party at which twenty-two of her young
We had one day last week which wa 1 friends were entertained. Nice refreshnoon.
at
ment» in great variety were served, and
really quite comfortable
all the young people had a good time.
Miss Anna Crooker, who teaches ii ,
Numerous
gifts were received by the
Minot, is at home fur the vacation.
hostess.
Rev. J. H. Little conducted religiou:
On Tuesday evening, March 12th, the
services at the jail Sunday afternoon.
Junior Society of the Congregational
:
A special meeting of the Universalis church will give an entertainment in the
parish will be held this Monday evening vestry. Part of the entertainment will
consist of three drills, a rifle drill by
The Ladies of the G. A. R. will eerv« ,
hoop drill by girls.
, boys, a pirasol, and
dinner in <}. A. R. Hall, Tuesday. Marcl
All are invited. Admission 10 cents
1Ά
Ice cream and home made candies will
The Chautauqua Club was entertaine< be for sale. Entertainment at 7:30.
A
Mrs.
George
afternoon
by
Thursday
As was stated in town meeting last
Cutting.
week, Win. K. Kimball Poet, G. A. R.,
Miss Catherine G. Briggs goes to Bo» hits engaged Gen. Joshua L. Charabera position in 2 lain as the
ton this week, to take
speaker for the memorial
services this year. It was however imhospital.
J. Wheel possible to get him on Memorial Day,
George M. Atwood, William
Wheeler were at Au- and as the post was bound to have him,
t·r and Alton C.
he is coming on Memorial Sunday. The
gusta last week.
decoration of graves will of course be on
hav<
E.
Brett
Charles
Mrs.
Memorial Day.
and
Mr.
returned from a short visit to relative;

Beverly,

in

Mass.

The family of Eli J Swan have moved
from II K. Stearns' house on Pleasant
Street ti> Norway.
Mrs. Have* of Auburn was the guest
<>f lier daughter, Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler,
a few days last week.
Kben H.

Marshall and family have

rent in Hiram Pulsifer's
house on Pleasant Street.

moved into

a

Water pipes are freezing about every
of the
day. and the annual tearing up
streets is well under way.

RECORD

ATTENDANCE

MEKT1VO.—POLICEMAN
DISPENSED WITH

AT

AX.VU AI

AND CURFEU

IN ABOUT TEN SEC-

ONDS.—OTHER BUSINESS.
OFFICERS ELECTED.
Moderator—W«Iter L. Gray.
Clerk—Ε. N. HaskeU.
Assessor·—George H. Devl», W. H.
Eugene H. Dorr.
Treasurer—Vnnk A. Shurtleff.
Collector—Alfwl H. Jackson.
Chief Engineer—Charles W. Bowker.
Flrat Assistant—William A. Porter.
Second Assistant-Percy M. Walker.
APPROPRIATIONS.
Care of town clock
Parks and park Improvements
Public Library,
Pire Department
Wa'er and hydrant rental

Miscellaneous,

Friday.

Jenne,

Apparently the day of indifference in
village corporation affairs, when forty or

voters ont of 400 answer the call for
annual meeting, and perfunctorily
go through the business, is over for the
present at least, judging by the proceedings of the annual meeting of South
Paris Village Corporation last Tuesday

tifjy
i

night.
Engine House Hall, where the meeting was called, was full at the hour set
for

of tbe votes cast. The meeting was
Mr. and Mrs. Abijah Hall were recent theu adjourned to New Hall.
Λ few minutes later, when tbe modguests at Arthur Talbot's.
erator's gavel oalled to order in New
men
two
Andrewa
has
employIrving
Hall, there were probably 200 or more
ed cutting timber on the Briggs lot.
one

present.
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler, Mrs. T. S. Grover
The report of tbe officers for tbe past
and Oscar Parsons are confined to the year was accepted without division, and
house by severe colils.
tho election of officers for the coming
Ballots had been printMrs. Wm. Dunn, who has been assist- year proceeded.
for a number of tbe
her house- ed and distributed

ing

.........

I

eventually destroy
perhaps our shade trees, are question*
that can not yet be answered; bat cer
tainly the best we oan do aoder the ;
circumstances is to hold the pest in

Respectfully yours,
left on the forenooi 1
J. H. Littlx,
The wage· contracted for ar >
of the General Committee
Chairman
1
forty dollars per month and board, wit
transportation to Norfolk and return fo r
We have some far coets that we bav< »
those who work three months. A mon ( check aa much as possible.
tbe wear some. Can givi »
those from Paria were Walter C. Blak» i
Nests have been picked on the ground) ι let and show
F. H
a bargain in fur coats now.
Joseph Katoliff, Kmulus C. Benson an J of Albert D. Park and W. H. Jenne, ii
Co.
foyes
Pari·
Sooth
of
village.
the wast part
Percy L. Damon.
train.

Îou

AJinOVXB.

President—Mrs. F. E. Tower.
Vice President—Mrs. W. Merrill.
Secretary—Μ;β. E. 8. Cotton.
Treasurer—Mr*. Frank Lovrjoy.

V. P.—Geo. W. Holme*.
A. Master—H. L Bart le tt.
A. Mate—J. W.Kash.

Godwlfc.

Treasurer, Enoch Abbott.
Col'ector, Chu. Chue.
8.8. Committee, Willie Brown.
8upt. of School·, P. O. Godwin.
Road Commissioner*, Will Powell, P. Β
BIlln.TWood, W. L. Puller.
Total amount of appropriation·, 11,800.

ALBANY.
James A. Kimball.

Moderator,
Clerk. Boy G. Wardweli.
Dr. A. N. French is improving. He
8«lecUnen, W. E. Bertick, C. X. Eastman, W
has been confined to his home for a B. Cummlnr*.
Treasurer. J. K. Wheeler.
long time;
Collector, J. F. Lord.
▲t the annual meeting of the Baptist
8.8. Committee. J. F. Lord.
Ladies' Aid the following officers were
ToUl a·out of appropriations, $8,859.00.

Oxford Lodge, No. 1, Ark Mariners,
9 15.00 held its annual installation and amoke
150.00
300.00 talk with work Wednesday evening, the
0OJ 00 6th.
The officers were installed by Past
1100.00
Venerable Patriarch, Lee M. Smith,
300.00
assisted by M. of C., Geo. L. Curtis.
«3265.00 After the installation and work was a
banquet. The officers were:

—

forty

ί Charles L. Hathaway was
this week on business.
Chas. 8. West is in charge of the horse
clipping business at Samuel J. Record's

elected:

Mrs. P. K. Witbam with
candidates.
work, returned to her home in BuckΕ. N. Haskell was unanimously refield last Saturday.
illne-s
her
after
L.
Mrs. Walter
Gray,
elected clerk.
able
to
is
bo
she
now
is
.<f several weeks,
For first assessor the ballot resulted:
The March Court.
I.t3
of votes
get out a little on pleasant days.
The March term of Supreme Judicial Whole number
67
Necessary to a choice
77
This is the month which be;»rs the Court opens at South Paris Tuesday
H.
Davie
George
54
Fifteen below morning at 10. Judge Henry C. Peaof
L. Buck
Dr.
name
C.
spring.
gentle
1
Charles W. Bowker
zero east of the river Monday morning. body of Portland will preside. The grand
For second assessor tbe result was:
term will be in atlast
jury
empaneled
who
George C. Aldrich aud family,
118
tendance, and new traverse juries will Whole number of votes
60
r.
have been living over the Aldrich meat
a choice
be empaneled, the list being as follows: Necessary to W.
of
N\
farm
ey
the
to
moved
Walker
A Ibert
market, have
44
GRAND JURY.
W. S. Starblrd
M. K«>we.
5
Scattering
Ro?coe Κ. Sup le*. Oxford, Foreman.
Ella* It. a bbott, Kuiuforil.
What! You don't say so! Another
Mr. Walker declined to accept the
Herman E. Billing, Woodstock.
men's supper? Yes. The men of the
position. The meeting insisted, and so
Charles H. Bounev, Sumner.
to serve one
Κ. E. Culilwell, Canton.
did Mr. Walker, and another ballot was
Kaptist church are planning
Allvton L. Doubla»·». DlxOeM.
about March 26th.
taken:
Morrill M. Fuller, Norway.
Who'e nuin1 er of votes
1S51
Preston C Heal'l, KucktleM.
The factory of the Paris ManufacturNecessary to a choice
F. L. Howe. Hanover.
shut down
was
Co.
—111
temporarily
W. H. Jenne
ing
D. tlttledeM, Stoneham.
Virgil
acci21
:
W. 8. Starblrd
John L Marshall, Parle.
Monday morning on account of an
S
*
1
«wain
Scattering
D A. Rt'tton. Porter.
Henry K. Robinson, Peru.
assessor:
Third
Misses
with
E'twln C. Kowe, Bithel.
The "Mermaids" met
92
Whole number of votes
Harry E. Walker, Brownflelil.
47
Addie ami Charlotte Giles Saturday
Necessary to a choice
Herbert L. Wbitcoiub, Waterfonl.
and
served
were
64
evening. Refreshments
Eugene Π. Dorr
TKiVElUK JURORS.
25
W. «. Starblrd
was had by all.
a very enjoyable time
3
ftrattfirlnff
Charlee H. Abbott, Rumfonl
frvl C· Alex*n'ter. Denmark.
The Democrat was misinformed as to
was cfiosen treasShurtleff
Λ.
Prank
W.
Canton.
■lame*
Blcknell,
the place of meeting of the Euterpean
VVllltNm P. Brooks. KrowDfleM.
urer, and Alfred H. Jackson collector,
Club. It met with Miss Nellie Jackson.
.I«>hn P. CuHlnan, Norway.
each on a single ballot. The collector's
BurnWilliam l»ar. Woodstock.
Next Monday it meets with Mrs.
Merrill Ka«tin«n. Lovell.
compensation was fixed at one and oneham.
l.'ewellvu l>. Elliott. Ruin fori.
half per cent.
Grafton.
B.
Karrar.
Ernest
entertained
For chief engineer Charles W. Bowker
The Seneca Club will be
Melville GouM, Hiram
Eva
Miss
received 90 of 90 votes cast, the others
this Monday evening by
L. R. Hall, Andover
Michael II. Harrington. Greenwood.
Walker. Christiana will be the city
being scattered.
Cyrus M. lrl«h, llucklleM.
For first assistant W. A. Porter had 18
studied and a delightful evening is anticMarry C. JonUn. Bethel.
votes, and there werev4 scattering.
Wm. C. l.eavltt, Norway.
ipated.
II. Lovejov, I'era.
For second assistant P. M. Walker had
■loseph
Mrs. J. H. Stuart entertained the
Jacob L. Mason. Porter.
10 votes, and there were 3 scattering.
afterStoneham.
Paris
Fernando C. Mc Alllster,
Thursday
Merry Wives of
Appropriations were made under the
C. E. Mc Anile, Parle
!
η.
Light refreshments were served,
several articles as given at the head of
George L. Merrill. PlxUelil.
in
much
was
afternoon
enjoyed
ami the
Wl!fre<l Perklne. Oxford.
this column, there being no lengthy disa social way.
George II Rice. Waterford.
cussion over any of them.
Herbert C. R'»we, Bethel.
Daniel J Rus*elt, Sumner.
When the article regarding the light\o opposition appeared at the hearing
Horace L. Swm. Part».
■λ·.
ing of the streets was reached, the
Yugusta Tuesday on the bill to inIt. Ε. Virgin, Mexlc·».
on
moderator stated that he had a brief
c> rporate the Paris Trust Co., and
John V. Thurlow. Hartford.
message to present from Mr. Young, the
Thursday it was favorably reported by
With regard to tho length of the tern),
of the Norway and Paris
the committee.
superintendent
there is nothing on which to base » good Street
This was in effect that
Railway.
at
Grange prediction. There is not a large amount
Kntertainment and sociable
to his illness he had not been able
owing
cousistThe
Hall March 19. Entertainment
of criminal business in sight.
to prepare a proposition, but that be
and other
iug of The Magic Mirror
Rovinsky insurance cases, which have hoped to do so within two weeks, also
sale.
for
cake
and
a
farces. Ice cream
long that there was a possibility of an allonce been tried and would make
Admission ten cents.
trial, although specially assigued to this night service being available. It was
will be continued by agreement of then voted that a committee of three be
The Fan-Tans enjoyed one of their term,
As there is a good prospect of
at their club room counsel.
sessions
appointed to confer with Mr. Young
pleasant
a term at Kumford Falls in May, doubt- and
brought
afternoon
the
In
they
report at an adjourned session, with
Tuesday.
the
of
that
from
cases
some
less
part
instructions that the service shall be an
their work, and a chowder supper was
this
and
from
over
term,
county may go
served and the evening spent socially.
all-night service. On the suggostion
there do not seem to be indications of a that it
might be possible for the corNews has been received by friends long term, but it is never safe to prounder it· charter to purchase
poration
Mrs.
son
to
here of the recent birth of a
phesy.
of the Mason Manufacturing Co.
power
forBelle Jones of San Antonio, Texas,
The new sheriff, Iliratn K. Hubbard of or the Paris Manufacturing Co., the
merly Miss Belle Corbett of this place, Paris, will have charge of the court room, committee was also instructed to look
since.
weeks
a
few
died
husband
whose
and W. A. Harrows, who was formerly into the feasibility of that plan. The
will again officiate in that
moderator later appointed as that comMrs. Archie Cole of Caledonia Springs, messenger,
Court will be opened by U. E.
mittee, H. G. Fletcher, A. E. Shurtleff,
Ontario, is visiting friends at South position.
has
who
the
veteran
crier,
and J. J. Emelev.
Paris. Mr. Cole was also here for a ilammond,
served in that capacity for more than
With regard to making a contract
short time. When Mrs. Cole returns,
years.
with tbe Norway Water Co. for water
Mrs. Wallace Kyerson will go with her forty
There are now In jail fourteen, only two and
for a visit.
hydrant service, A. W. Walker from
of whom are awaiting this term of court. the committee to confer with the Water
Albert W. Walker and Charles W. Of three one is bound over on a search
Co. reported that thj company was not
Bowker were Wednesday evening chosen and seizure, and the other is a boy held
and
yet ready to submit a proposition,
of
for breakiug and entering. In addition
delegates from the South Paris Board
could not until after they had
probably
of
the
Trade to the semi-annual meeting
there are quite a number wh<> are bound closed with Norway village. Mr. Walker
Most of
Mate Board of Trade at Lisbon Tuesday over and are now out on bail.
and William J. Wheeler were continued
of this week.
them are for minor offences.
as a committee to act with the corporation assessors in this matter. In rePrincipal P. E. Hathaway of the NorSamuel Stowe.
made by Mr. Wright,
sponse to a motion
way High School and Mrs. Hathaway
his
reward.
to
has
man
A
goue
good
a vote expressed the sense of the meethave returned to their home herefrom
of
South
Pari·,
Samuel
formerly
Stowe,
Waterville, where they have been spending that the committee should insist updied at Yarmouth Wednesday, March 0, on free water for the park and cemetery,
ing the school vacation with Mrs. Hathaat the ripe aged of £0 years.
as under the old contract.
way's people.
Mr. Stowe was for a long time a citizen
When the article regarding employof
There will be a social in the vestry
of South Paris, living in what is still ment of
police was reached, it was passthe Baptist church Thursday eveniug, generally known as the "Stowe house,"
ed over just as quick as the motion
asked
He
March 14. No admission will be
next the Congregational church.
could bo made and put, with a single
and everybody invited. Peanuts, candy was one of the old conductors on the
vote iu opposition. The same fate later
and
in
Come
the
sale.
for
and pop corn
play Grand Trunk Railway, continuing
befell the article regarding arrangements
until
favorite
service of that road
advancing age for ringing the curfew.
game.
your
run
His
last
his
retirement.
The raging discussion of the meeting
Miss Bertha Kuceland gave an interest- compelled
was on the Lewiston branch train, after
came on the article regarding the estabing address on missionary life iu the
His wife was a
was built.
branch
that
lishment of a firo alarm system. Mr.
Argentine Republic at the Methodist
Miss Buck, sister of Mrs. Alva Hersey, Wright made a motion to Dass over this
vestry last Friday eveniug. Miss Kneeof this place. Mrs. Stowe was
laud passed tive years in that country and formerly
article, as au unneceeaary expense. Tbe
life, and Mr. motion was defeated, and in tbe rather
an invalid most of her
speaks Spanish readily.
Stowe took the tenderest care of her.
informal and somewhat mixed debate
Miss Alta C. Walker is at home for the
After Mrs. Stowe'a death a few years which followed, it developed that the
vacation from her teaching at Wells since, Mr. Stowe went to live with relaxpecial thing which is asserted to make
Beach Miss Florence M. Jewett, former- tive·· at Yarmouth, where he remained our Are alarms inefficient is the arrangesunow
has
been
week.
He
until his death last
ly assistant in the high school,
ment of the ropes on the bell at the
feeble for some time, and of late Methodist church. The large rope,
perintendent of school· in Denmark, is quire
«--J 1
.........
also at A. W. Walker's for a visit.
which swings the bell, is kept up in tbe
No one who knew Mr. Stowe failed to
Advertised letter» in South Paris ι» >st
loft, and tbe small rope, which operates
inwas
him.
He
for
have
great respect
the tolling hammer, is left down in the
office March It :
an earnest advoand
honest,
corruptibly
vestibule for fire alarms. It is asserted
Mr». W. Kirtutrlton.
cate of everything which tended to the
other*
Mr. Ik· mi ont Pratt.
by Chief Engineer Bowker and
Μ1«λ Winnie Plnkbam, X
moral betterment of the community. In that the
of the bell by this hamtolling
Mr. Heir. Dcneinore.
the cause of temperance he was particu- mer is insufficient to wake up the firemen,
Mr». Calvin Cole.
larly interested, aud had frequently writ- as has been demonstrated in reoent fires.
farm
a
on
Harrison Farrar, who lives
ten for the Democrat on that and other
On the other hand, George F. Farnum,
in the eastern edge of Paris, about four topics. His last letter to the Democrat, one of the trustees of tbe Methodist
miles north of the Hill, will build a house ouly a few months since, was in behalf
church, who had special charge of hangfor his own occupancy this season, a of the temperance cause, so dear to hie
ing this bell, stated the reasons why the
short distance south of the house of his heart.
In brief
were.
ropes were left as they
Mr.
made
son Kverett H. Karrar, on Park Street
the
by
By spec;al arrangement
they were that tbe manner in which
across the bridge.
Stowe before his death, Miss Grace bell was
and tbe fact that It was
hung,
the undertaker, went to Yar- used for the town clock, made it inMiss Margaret A. Baker baa been Thayer,
mouth after the remains, which were advisable to leave it to be swung by any
nominated by Governor Cobb to adhere Thursday night, and the
minister oaths, solemnize marriages, brought
inexperienced person who might be the
funeral was held at Mrs. Thayer's Satur- first to get at it. It was considered, he
etc. This is a renomination for Misi
It was attended by Rev.
afternoon.
Mid, that a man of full strength could
Baker, who has already for one term day
II. A. Clifford of the Methodist church,
exercised these functions—practically
give as good an alarm with the tolling
of which Mr. Stowe has long been a zeal- hammer aa he could by swinging the
those of a justice of the peace.
ous and earnest member.
bell.
Winstow C. Thayer and Harold T.
The debate waxed warm at times, but
the
to
Show
of
Continue
a
young Brown-Tails
Up. the only actipn taken under the article
Thayer entertained
party
home
whist
at
their
at
Tuesday
people
That the brown-tail moth is pretty was to authorize the chief engineer to
evening. Five tables were filled. Tb« well distributed over the town of Paris make arrangements to bave tbe rope left
rewas
very pleasantly spent,
eveniug
is increasingly evident. Mr. Hamilton down which swings the bell.
freshments were served, and it was aftei of
Interest and discount on taxes were
Norway, the inspector employed by
midnight when tbe guests took theii the state agricultural department, who arranged as for some years past, and the
of
last
departure for home.
was in the town moeting Monday
meeting adjourned to meet again at New
there stated that he had found Ball in four weeks. This date will be
A Hrst-class supper, is tbe universal week,
nests in various parts of South Paris April 2, and the only business then in
verdict regarding that served by th< tive
On Wednesday one was shown order will be tbe article regarding tbe
Berean men's class at the Methodisl village.
t he Democrat taken from an apple tree
lighting of the streets, whioh was laid on
15(
About
evening.
vestry Thursday
in the orchard of Ε. E. Chapman on the the table at this meeting.
were served, it being necessary to sel
Paris Hill road, and P. N. Wright re
part of the tables a second time, and th<
Paris School Notée.
on<> from bis field about a mile
men had lively work.
A miscellaneoui , port·
near the watering tab at
H. Howard, Mr. George M.
farther
Chaa.
north,
Mr.
ι
entertainment followed, wbloh had
the foot of the hill. Each of these is at Atwood and Mr. Clarence Morton are the
good house.
some distance from any previously re
school committee for the ensuing year.
It is thought beet to have the High
About fifty young people gathered it ported, and there is oo doubt that they
the ladies' parlor of the Baptiat church are pretty well, or rather, pretty badly School and common schools open April
1st and oontinue eleven weeks to June
last Wednesday afternoon and thorough scattered.
Now bear lo mind, the town ia merely 14.
ly enjoyed the social given by the JtinToi
All teachers in the common school*
C. E. Society. At three tables were dis required by the law to destroy the pests
and parks, are expeoted to take a written examinaplayed such goodie· as young folks like found in the public roads
his tion in the high school boilding at 1:30
and the young ladies in charge ver; r Each owner is required to look after
it is, of coarse, for bis p. κ., Saturday, Maroh 30.
•tuickly sold all they had. A pleasan ; own trees—as
He may be notified by
to do.
Howabd A. Clifford,
programme of games made the after interest
the town officers to clear hia trees, and
Superintendent of Schools.
noon pass all too rapidly.
if he fails to do so within the time
the members of the Good
of
In
behalf
f
ο
J. W. Warren, Esq., formerly
specified, the town may do it and asssen
hearty thanki
Waterford, now claim agent of tlx • the expense of it, op ton certain amount, Cheer we wish to extend
eithei
Portsmouth and Norfolk Traction Co against him, to be collected aa taxes art to all who in any way contributedwill oi
I by gifts, labor, patronage, good
of Virginia, has been in ibis vicinity r collected.
the suocess of oui
Whether we ahall ever be free from encouraging words to
securing laborers to work oo the con
1907. We appreciate
struction of an eleotric road at Norfolk the brown-tail moth, or whether it will annuel fair of
our fruit treee and
from Parii •
Last
your kind efforts to assist ns.
about

Thursday
Norway and vicinity

Officers Chosen in Oxford Count:
to Boston
Towns, March 4, 1907.

Warmer.

shop.

opening, and quite a crowd was
waiting in New Hallrto which it was expected that the meeting would be adjourned.
BOl.STKR DISTRICT.
After Corporation Clerk Ε. N. Haskell
had ypened the meeting, Walter L. Gray
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Browu went to
was elected moderator, receiving all but

Bethel laxt

OTTO*.

Moderator, 8. F. Ρ ou lee.
Clerk, J. Ο Dougla··.
Selectmen, A. W. Jndkln·, L. A. Poller, P. Ο
4

!

■

TOWN ELECTIONS.

NOBWAY.

South ParU Village Corporation.

•

Moderator. John F. Talbot.
Clerk. H. M. Thomas.
Selectee·, L. R. Hall, T. ▲. Thurston, E. M
Bailey.
Treaaarar, L. M. Hewey.
Collector. J. F. Talbot.
8.8. Committee, 8.T. Smith.
Road Commissioner, C. T. Poor.
Total amount of appropriation·, $5,350.
BETHEL.

Moderator, H. H. Hastings.
Clerk, L. T. Barker.
Selectmen, F. F. Bean, H. N. Upton, Wm. Ο

Straw.

Trraaorer, N. F. Brown.
Collector, F. B. Howe.
9. 3. Committee, 8ua!e B. Twltchell.
Η. H. Haattnga.
Superintendent of 8ohoola, Thurston.
Road Commissioner, G. L.
Total amount of appropriatlona, $14,900.

Secretary—M. L. Kimball.
Treasurer—C. II. Adams.
Tyler—Ε. E. Andrews.
M. of C.-W. C. Leavltt.
BROWNFIELD.
Asst. M. ot C.—Β Β. Llbby.
I. w.-W. S. Oonlwell.
Moderator, L. B. Giles.
Clerk, Geo. C. Bowe.
The March term of the Norway MuSelectmen, W. C. Blckford, W. P. Brooks
nicipal Court was held on Tuesday. Jas. W. Wentworth.
Tbe usual amount of routine business
Treasurer, A. F. Johnson.
Collector, A. P. Johnson.
with a few new entries.
S. 8. Committee, W. W. Johnson.
Mrs. J. N. Favor visited her sister,
Sapt. of Schools, C. H. Marston, M. D.
Mrs. Ernest Bail, at Augusta this week.
Road Commissioner, John Sands.
Poland
Total amount of appropriations, $3,800.
to
returned
has
Frost
Irving
BTBO*.
Spring House, where he has several
weeks' work on steam work "in steam
Moderator, A. O. Reed.
H.
Richards.
Clerk, H.
heated apart menta."
J
Selectmen, H. U. Richards, O. W. Preiney,
Rufus Rice and wife have gone to
8. Tnylor.
of
takes
Bethel where Mr. Rice
charge
Treasurer, John Houghton.
Collector, P. D. Abbott.
the corn factory for the year.
S. 8. Committee, S. G.Knapp.
At tbe meeting of tbe school comRoad Commissioners, K. G. Knapp, W. C
mittee Tuesday Herman L. Home wae Easter.
Total amount of appropriations, $2,000.
elected chairman and Charles P. Barnes
CAlfTOK.
superintendent of schools for the coming
year..
Moderator, Ο. M. Richardson.
Clerk, Geo. L. Wadlln.
The village schools will commence the
Selectmen, A. Delano, M. A. Walte, 8. B. Ellis
spring term on Monday, March the 11th, Treasurer,
Geo. L. Wadlln.
and continue in sossion, high thirteen
Collector, Ο. M. Richardson.
8. 8. Committee, A.J. Barrett.
weeks, others twelve.
Road Commissioners, A. L. Hodge, IL E. Mc
Jesse W. Warren, formerly of WaterCo Ulster.
ford, now of Norfolk, Virginia, claim Total amount of appropriations, $9,085.
agent for the Norfolk and Portsmouth
DENMARK.
Traction Co., has been here for some
Moderator, Isaac H. Berry.
time engaging men for his company at
W.
Belcher.
Clerk, Alfred
Selectmen, I. H. Berry Geo. L. Wentworth,
forty dollars per month and board with
E.
Smith.
Chas.
transportation one or both ways if they Treasurer. Geo. W. Gray.
work ninety days for the company. Mr.
Collector, Ε. H. Ingalis.
S. 8. Committee, Sumner H. Smith.
Warren secured nearly forty men in
Road Commissioner, E. P. Fessenden.
Norway and Waterford.
Total amount of appropriations, $4,477.
Dr. C. E. Walker has sold his place on
UIXFIELD.
Marston Street and leased the Parker
Moderator, John S. Harlow.
tenement at tbe Falls.
Geo. P. Stanley.
Clerk,
Jeremiah D. Cragin died at his Winter
Selectmen. Geo. L. Merrill, Albion Holman,
Street home March 3d, at the age of Wil ls W.TuwIe.
Treasurer, .J. P. Johnston.
sixty-five yeah. He is survived by a; Collector,
J. P. Edmunds.
widow, Susan M. (Somes) Cragin, two
8. s. Committee. Geo. Walters, Will Marble.
daughters, Mrs. Geo. W. Moholland of Total amount or appropriations, about $8,000.

Medford, Mass., and Hattie E. Cragin of
Norway, one eon, Dr. Charles L. Cragin ;
of Portland. Services Tuesday after-j
Interment!
noon by Rev. C. A. Brooke.

WATSKFORD.
Moderator, B. G. Mctntlre.
Clerk, Melville Monroe.
Selectmen, W. K. HamUn, M. M.

Kllgore.

la·Flack, h* ΑΙΧΙϋΊ fOW-SUI
A powder for tired, aehiic, iwoDea M. Wi
hart our «0,008 feitmoirtni All drunlsu,9Sc
Don't aooept toy rabuttnte. Trial peenie nnu
by mail. Addreae Alton β. 01 mated, Le Roy, W.T

Treasurer, Daniel Brown.
Co'lector, Freeman Hapgood.
8.8. Committee. Robert Manning.
Road Commissioners, C. H. Merrill, I. Τ
Green.
Total amount of appropriation·, 98,900.
_

WOODSTOCK.

Moderator, J. L. Bowker.
Clerk, Ν. I. Swan.
Selectmen, G. E. Stevens, D. O. Dudley, P. E.
Davis.
Treasurer, J. L. Bowker.
Collector, Etbrldge Crooker.
S. 8. Committee. H. D. Cole.
Total amount or appropriation·, $4,423.

In Bryant'* Pond, Ματ. β, to the wife of Harr]
D. Cole, a daughter.
In Greenwood, Mar. 7, to the wife of Alfoau
a

a

aon.
In Oxford, Mar.

daughter.

Bennett.

Treasurer. D. C. Bennett.
Collector, Ν. X. Bennett.
ft. S. Committee, A. W. Hart.
Boad Commissioner, H. G. Bennett.
MILTON

PLANTATION.

that be has the disease in

a

In Oxford, Mar. 3. by Her. Frederick Newport
Carleton A. Bowe, M. D., of Milton, Mae·., and
Mia· Blanche Lord of Oxford.

In Weat Parla, Mar. 8, Infant daughter of Mr
aad M re. Percy C. May hew, aged 3 daya>
In Maiden. Maaa., Mar. 4, laalah Dunn, for
merlyof Oxford, aeert 85 yeara.
In Ta> mouth, Mar. 6, Samuel Stowe, formerlj
of South Parle, axed 80 yeara.
In Bumford, Mar. 8, Mra. Erland Farnum,
aged 90 year·.

_

very successfully.
The engagement of Annie Leferrier to
Frank Wingate of Hallowell is announc- ;
ed. Marriage to take place Monday, ;

bold

abb

by

f.

does not cure.
Use Mi-o-na stomach tablets if you
have any of the following sjmptoms:

na

backache, headache, sleeplessness,

nau-

sea, distress after eating, specks before
the eyes, despondency, nervousness, lose
of appetite, dizziness, pains in the aide
and limbs, or gulping up of undigested
food, and you will ιοοη be cured and
able to eat a hearty meal without fear of
pain or distress.
Mi-o na costs but 50c. a box, nothing
K. A. Sburtleff <&
if it does not cure.

the local distributors.

J
Gasoline

GRAFTON.

Moderator, J. W. Chapman.
Clerk, Otis W. Brooke.
Selectmen, Otis W. Brooke, F. W. Tyler, Ε. B.
Farrar.
Treasurer, J. W. Chapman.
Collector, J. W. Chapman.
March 18th. Miss Leferrier was one of
8. 8. Committee. A. L. Frrrar.
Norway's most successful teachers. Mr. Road Commissioners, Selectmen.
Total amount of appropriation·, $1,485.
Wingate ie a dealer in coal and grain
with a most successful business in his
GREENWOOD.

on

The report of the Brunswick and
Topsham water district shows a deficit
of $5000 for the first year. The town is
pure water from its 83 driven
wells, but lower rates are not likely to
be realized in the near future.

getting

Cylinder Oil.

Manure Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows.

"Six years ago I learned a valuable
lesson, writes John Pleasant of Magnolia,
Ind. "I then began taking Dr. King's
New Life Pills, and the longer I take
them the better I find them."
They
Moderator. M. H. Harrington.
city.
Rev. C. A. Brooks on Monday evening,
please everybody. Guaranteed by F. A.
rierk, M. A. Lapham.
W.
KlchM. II. Harrington, G.
Shurtleff à Co. 25 cents.
the 11th, will address a temperance j Selectmen,
ardson, H. M. Swift
meeting in 6. A. R. Hall on "Why I am
Treaeurer, F. R. Penley.
Mothtr Gray's Swiet Powders for Children,
Such an organiza·
Collector, C. Λ. Richardson.
a Good Templar."
K. L Dunham.
Successfully use'l by Mother Gray, nurse In the
tion is needed in Norway and all in-1 S. S. Committee.
Road Commissioners, E. D. Packard, D. R. Children's Home in New York, Cure Feverishterested are invited to attend.
Cole.
iiess, Bad Stomach, Teething Dleonlers, move
Total amount of appropriations, $4,940.
anil regulate the Bowels and Destroy Worms.
The Parla Town Meeting.
Over 30,000 testimonials
They never/ail. At all
1IAHTFOHD.
druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. A<i<ireea, Allen
SOUTH PARIS.
For the benefit of thoee who last week
Moderator, Ezra Keene.
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
received the first edition of the Demo,
Clerk, T. B. W. Stetson.
Ezra Keene, S. B.
F.
B.
Glover,
we
Selectmen,
crat, which went to press at noon,
Woodman.
cummarize the work of the afternoon
Treasurer. T. B. W. Stetson.
Co lector, W. P. H ay ford.
session.
8. S Committee, Orlando Irish.
the
taken
:
was
hours
up by
Only two
Road Commissioner, John V. Thurlow.
session, which closed at 3 o'clock—abont I Total amount of Appropriations, $0,441.92.
!
at
held
ever
town
shortest
the
meeting
HEBBON.
South Parie. The appropriation for
Moderator, C. H. George.
common schools called out the only con- ; Clerk, A. M. Richardson.
siderable discussion, in which FI. 6. j Selectmen. H. H. Merrill, 8. J. Whlttemore, K.
Brown of West Paris, who objected to II. Marshall.
Treasurer, A. M. Richardson.
long schools and large appropriations,
Collector, W. Scott Bearce.
8. 8. Committee, H. W. Bearce.
and Rev. II. Λ. Clifford, superintendent
Road Commissioner, Caleb Farris.
of schools, were the principal particiamount of appropriations, $3,485.
Total
assortment of new
Are now in. A
pants. After that was passed, everyHIRAM.
thing ran smoothly, with little discusIn soft hats
are very
The new
Moderator, Henry W. Merrill.
sion, and very liberal appropriations
Chas. Cotton.
Clerk,
follows:
as
were made, the list being
we have many new novelties in black and colors.
Selectmen, D. B. Cram, Monroe French, Ε. E.
$5,2V).00 Kimball.
Common schools,
W. Sadler.
1,700.00
Arthur
Treaeurer,
of the Stetson soft hat in
school,'.
We have several
nigh
854.07 ι Collector, John Stanley, Jr.
High school fuel, etc., Ia»t year
850.' 0,
8. 8. Committee, Jaa. D. Wilder.
Pchool book·
This hat sells for
black and nutria color.
500.00 < Road Commissioners, Α. V. Dow, Fred I.
School repair·,
700.00 Whlton.
School hou^e Insurance, apparatus, etc.,.
Other soft hats 50c. to
and is fully guaranteed.
1.500 00
Total amount of appropriations, $4,940.
Pooran>l Insane,
2,000.00
Snow bills
LOVILL.
in the new
3,500.00 ;
and
Roads anil bridges
$2.00.
1,300 00
Town office re' bill·
Moderator, 8. F. Heald.
2,000.00
Debt and Interest
Clerk, J. A. Farrlngton.
to
▲,
derbies, $2.00
1,000,00
Miscellaneous bills
Selectmen, G. A. Kimball, II. W. Palmer,
M. Pottle.
To underdraln road near Frank Den201.00 : Treasurer, 8. F. Heald.
nett's
600.00
Stiteroad
Collector, Ο. N. Gllinan.
300.00
S. 8. Committee, J. E. Farnham.
Protection against moth pests,
Road Commissioner, W. 8. Fox.
for
was
of
sum
The
$75
appropriated
Total amount of appropriations, $4,POO.
the observance of Memorial Day, to be

j

A. W. WALKER & SON,

The Spring Hats
shapes.

large

styles

...

.....

fers

THURSDAY.

PARIS.
Moderator, Walter L. Gray.
J.
Wheeler.
Clerk, William

Save Money

I

low

the balance of my winter blankets at a discount.
more fur robes that I s^all close out at a very

few

price.

Are

Collector, F. C.
8.8. Committee, Β G- Fox.
Road Commissioner, Geo. Weeks.
Total amount of appropriation·, $3,800.

Moderator, John Reed.
Clerk. A. W. Bobbin·.
Selectmen, R. B. Taylor, F. H. Loyejoy, W. 8
Taylor.
Julia E. Millett.
Treasurer, John Reed.
Collector, C. F. Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Porter.
S. S. Committee, John Reed
Coimnliilonere, A. A. Jenne, J. A. Reed
Robert Edeson in his celebrated pro- 0. Road
Hannaford.
will
the
be
at
Total amount of appropriations, $S,M<>.
duction, "Strongheart,"
Empire theatre, Lewiston, early in
BumroBD.

April.

our

(Department

READY

-

TO

-

WEAR

i

E.
South

A.

........

915.00

fitted back,
SUITS of Chiffon Panama, in black, blue and biown, 23 inch jacket,
buttons and straps, satin lined, plaited
silk
with
braid,
trimmed
handsomely
«Ιβ.δΟ
skirt
in front
ETON SUITS in black and blue Chiffon Panama, jacket has three plaits
silver grey
and back running over each shoulder, trimmed with fancy braid,
118.00
satin lined, plaited skirt,
shoulders
over
has
Rmng Gibplait
ETON SUITS in fancy light mixtures, jacket
vest in front,
son effect, two straps in front and back of own material, fancy
Skinner
silk collar and cuffs trimmed with soutache biaid and fancy buttons,
119.00
kilted skirt, very stylish,
satin

lined,

COATS.
with fancy
(OATS in fancy plaids, 26 inches long, box back, flat collar trimmed
ί·'1.98
.........

braid,

$4.98
COATS in fancy mixture*, semi-fitted, collar and cuffs handsomely trimmed,
front and back and over
in
tw.j
semi-litted,
straps
24
inch,
in
COATS
fancy checks,
$7.SO
shoulders, collars and cuffs trimmed with velvet and braid, fancy buttons,
and
collar
$4.08
cuff·,
box
back,
fancy
COATS, 48 inches long, in fancy mixture*,
collar and cuffs trimmed
COATS, 45 inches long, of covert cloth, strap down back,
W.60
with stitched taffeta silk

own material,
COATS of black broadcloth, Homi-titted, trimmed with straps of
910.00
.......
Skinner satin lined,

THOMAS SMILEY,
Norway, Maine.

Spring
Hats.
The best hat makers in
the land have contributed
to this

f

SPRING STOCK,
and
the

invite you to try

we

new

want to

on

shapes whether you

buy

not.

or

Our $2.00 grade is the

$2.50

you
fashion and

equal

of any
the

bought, judged by

ever

a

Call.

F. PLUMMER,

F

rnlshér,

Ι

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

106*3.

THESE

AT

a

few

PRICES

ON

Rubber Boots.

more

HATS,

....$5

Men's Sporting Boots
Men's Storm King Boots,
Men's Short Biots,
Men's Short Boots
Boys'Storm King Boots,

Boys'Short

HOWE,

Paria, Maine.

ever.

trimmed
ETON SUITS of Chiffon Panama, in black ami blue, jacket handsomely
with braid, buttons and straps of own material, 15 gored skirts with side plaits

LOOK

(· clone at 98 cents.

MRS.

notable than

I

Hosiery, Gloves, Etc.,

through

Norway.

Ιη··········μ·······μ··Ι

OUR SALE OF WINTER

Will continue

00

These garments are of the Latest Styles,
Best Materials with Fine Workmanship.

ψ

We also have

more

31 Market

SALE^
this week.

$2

It has been our aim this season in buying
New Garments so as to make this

J.

Manager Oxford County Creamery.

Underwear,

$2.35

(2 Stores,)

Give Us

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.

^

one.

and
Coats.
Suits
Spring

They Afraid?

is the best cream separator made, and that these
"bucket bowl" fellows are afraid of it. And they
The Tubular surpasses every
are afraid of It.
other separator in every particular, and you
should take mighty good care you do see a
I will be
Tubular before you buy a separator.
pleased to show you the latest Tubular and give
you an illustrated catalog.

«

Would like to have you try

quality.

quality. Our hais are fash·
ioned on the most approved models and
to select from.
you have the leading shapes

THE SHARPLES TUBULAR

appreciation of the Christian spirit
that prompted it.

its

South Paris,

that

BOXBUBT.

one

F. H. NOYES CO.

Norway, Maine.

There are, in this neighborhood, agents (or sev·
eral "bucket bowl" cream separators. "Bucket
bowl" separators are the kind with big bowls, full
These
of parts, set on top of their spindles.
agents say to farmers intending to buy a separator. "Look out for the Tubular," or "Don't
try the Tubular," or "Beware of the Tubular."
To hear them talk you would guess right away

our

*--a

a

Ol Main flit.»

rosTKB.
her gown and the poor young woman
Moderator, O. L. Stanley.
was terribly burned before help arrived.
E.
W.
Sawyer.
Clerk,
She survived until Friday morning. Mrs.
Selectmen, H. L. Rldlon, I. M. Drown, Ashley
Farnum was 20 years οία. She leavea a Weeks.
Treasurer, E. R. Bachelder.
husband and two children.
Palmer.

Moderator, A. E. Morrison.
Clerk, John H. Loncley.
Read our advertisement in another
Selectmen, W. V. Kimball, Arthur Gauthier
column. It tells you about our new R. L. Melcher.
Treasurer, F. B. Martin.
hats. Spring caps are ready now. F.
Collector, J. A. McMennamln.
H. Noyes Co.
8.8. Committee. Llewellyn D. Elliott.
Total amount of appropriation·, $36,475.
Large shipments of "Hathaway"
BTOBBHAM.
spring shirts just received. Make yonr Moderator, David L. KeaUton.
selections early before the line is broken.
Bran·.
Clerk, Eugene
Selectmen. Fred H. Bartlett, V. H. Ltttlefiekl
»1, $1.80.
Fred L. McKeen.
Treasurer, Ell Mo A Ulster.
RISING FROM THE GRAVE.
Collector. John C. File·.
Road Commissioner·, John McAllister, H. I
A prominent manufacturer, Wm. A.
McKeen.
Fertwell, of Lncama, N. C., relates a Total amount of appropriation·, $1,77β.
most remarkable experience. He saya:
now.
"After taking leas than three bottles of
Moderator, Byron Chaplin.
Electrio Bitters, I feel like one rising
Walker.
Clerk. I. A.
W
from the grave. My trouble la Bright'·
Selectmen, Almon Emeraon, W. H. Walker,
disease, in the Diabetes stage. I folly N. ("eavey.
believe Electrio Bitters will cure me
Treasurer, 0.0. Barrows.
A. H. Searey.
permanently, for it baa already stopped Collector,
8. S. Committee, W. H. Walker.
the liver and bladder
complications Road Commissioner, C. X. Searey.
Total amount of appropriations, φΙ,Βββ.
which bave troubled me for years."
Guaranteed at F. A. 8hurtleff m Co.'s,
■CUB KB.
Price
only 60c.
druggists.
Moderator L. H. Bis bee.
Clerk, L. B. Heald.
Samd Tear Ctttl* ul 8wn HIdN
Seldom &d, O. L. Newell, M. E. Fogg, W. \
to the CB08BY FRISIAN FUS COMPANY,
Treasurer ,A. L. Palmer.
Bocheater. Ν. Y., ud have them coaverted Into
Collector, F. J. Brown.
coats, robe·, run, flovea and Kitten·; better
8.8. Committee, Geo. ▲. Chandler.
and cheaper good· than you can bay. Never
1
Superintendent of Schools, Kirk W. Spaukllni
mind the dlatanoe, "Croabr pay· the fraLvbt."
Road Commissioner, GeoTl. Bedding.
If la
Sea oar saw Illustrated catalog, page 18.
Ultil Ia. I#
Total amount of appropriation·, $S,9U.

selling

Blanket NOW.

JAMES N. FAVOR, IM/aiT"

Mrs. Krland Farnum, who lives some
Selectmen, Charles W. Bowker, Adney R
distance above Romford Center, was faTuell, Henry D. Hammond.
tally buroed Thursday. Mrs. Faro α m Treasurer, Frank A. Shurtleff.
was giving medicine to an invalid child
Collector, Alfred H. Jackson.
8.8. Committee, Clarence G. Morton.
and stood nearer an open fire than she
Total amount of appropriations, |ïl,S54 07.
Flames communicated to
was aware of.

To the friends and neighbors who so
kindly gave us their assistance and sympathy in the death of our sister, we
would express our sincere thanks, and

am

I have

wore

YOU ARE CERTAIN OF BEING SUITED IF YOU
WHY NOT COME?
COME TO US.

/

a

who

a

styles

By Buying Your Horse

00.

certain you will be

we are

"THE BOSTON DERBY," as good as ever,
"THE BEDFORD DERBY," best hat sold for
Other Grades $1.50 and $2.co

HASON.

takon from the miscellaneous appropriaModerator, D. W. Cuahlng.
tion.
Clerk, r. I. Bean.
Interest and discount on taxes were
Selectmen, Ε. H. Morrill, A. J. Hutchinson, Ε
G rover.
arranged as in previous years—β per A.Treaeurer,
F. I. Besn.
cent interest on taxes of 1907 after Jan.
Collector, D. W. Cushlntr.
8. S. Committee, Ε. II. Morrill.
1st, 1008, and discount, 3 per cent before
Road Commissioner, D. W. Cushlng.
June 1, 1007, 2 per cent before Âugast 1,
Total amount of appropriations, $1,035.
and 1 per cent before Nov. 1.
Voted to maintain schools during the
Moderator, J. 8. Allen.
coming year in the Biscoe, Forbes,
A. E. Balle v.
Partridge, Tubbs, Porter, Mountain and Clerk,
Selectmen, H. S. Hasting*, II. M. Kendall, II
Whittemore districts, and not to main* B. Harlow.
Treasurer, A. E. Bailey.
tain schools in the Snow's Falls, Hall
Collector, O. C Smith.
and Bolster districts during the coming
8.8. Committee, W. F. Small.
Road Commissioner·, D. C. Smith, L. J.Traak
year.
Total amount of appropriation·, $2,280.
The appropriations make a total of
KOBWAT.
$21,354.07, or $3,925.32 more than last
year.
The tax rate last year was 18 Moderator, A. Kimball.
Cuitla.
L.
Geo.
Clerk,
mills, and the increased appropriations Selectmen,
D. 8. Sanborn, II. Arthur Robbtus
this year will carry it up to about 21 mills.
Harry F. Oreenleaf.
Treasurer, E. C. Wlnslow.
Woman Burned to Death.
Collector, Γ. E. DeCoeter.
S. 8. Committee, Geo. E. Tubba.
Charte· P. Barnes
Superintendent of School·, W.
Wood, Chae. Ε
CENTER
Road Commissioner·, Geo.
8 AD ACCIDENT NEAR RUM FORI»
rreeman, Frank P. Towne.

guaranteeing

$5.00

Many shapes
$3.00.

........

because

$3

"

becoming.

styles

one

Price

ever
loyal a supporter of that make as we. Every
will tell you "It's the best and cheapest to buy
It's the best
This year we have "THE NOYES SPECIAL."
in each
name
our
hat we can buy to sell for $2.25. Worth $2.50. Have

at each seam,

A VALUABLE LESSON.

sell you

to

as

a.

If a friend should tell yoa that be
would pay the doctor'· bill for you unless you were cured, would it not imIt
press you with bis physician's skill?
is io this way that F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
for
they
•ell Mi-o-na stomach tablet·,
guarantee to refund the money if Mi-o-

are

the LAMSON & HUBBARD.
one

SHUBTLEFF & CO.

_

Treasurer. Milan R Bennett.
Collector, M M. M Mon.
3. 8. Committee, Milan R. Rennett.
Road Commissioner, S. I. Wheeler,
Total amount of appropriations, $1,235.

We would like

mbebal way in whicb mi-ona stom-

mild form Co.

comes

The majority of men wear derbies now, but for the man who preSoft Hat, we hive Flanges, Telescopes and many other shapes in
Unless CURED various shades at
$1.50, $2.00, $2.25, $3x0.

COSTS NOTHING
ach tablets

turned in that direction.

FOUND ONLY AT OUR STORES.

hat thus

Bids Received

thoughts

but it's time your

I In derbies, first of all

Died.

FRTCBURG.
and that little anxiety is felt.
Moderator, B. W. McKeen.
Clerk, N. Charles.
HUNTING FOR TROUBLE.
Selectmen, E. C. Buzzell, Wm. M. Hill, John
W. (lutchlns.
"I've lived in California 20 years, and
Treasurer, John F. Merrill.
am still hunting for trouble in the way
Collector, Horace G. Adams.
of burns, sores, wounds, boils, cuts,
8. Committee, Β. T. Newman.
j S.
Road Commissioner, H. D. llarnden.
sprains, or a case of piles that Bucklen's
| Total amount of appropriations, $11,440.
Arnica Salve won't quickly cure," writes
OILEAI).
Charles Walters of Alleghany, Sierra
Moderator, Albert Bennett.
Co. No use hunting, Mr. Walters; it
j Clerk, Ralph I. Peabody.
Guaranteed by F. A.
cures every case.
; ûciecuneii, ι. ο· uu/i η, u ««<·«>·,
Shurtleff A Co. 25 cents.
Ε. Wheeler.

in Pine Grove.
The annual town meeting resulted in a
total of $21,687.76 agafost «17,150.00 last
year in appropriations. This is nearly
"five thoueand dollars more this year than
last in taxes for the townspeople.
Mrs. J. E. Budden, who has been for
some time stopping with Mrs. Aaron
Paige, has recovered her health to such
degree as to have returned to her home
on Hazen Street.
Walter Hutchins, with the F. H. Noyes
Co., is at the Lewiston hospital for
appendicitis. He has been operated up-

about

THAT CAN BE

For carrying on the Pari· Town
Farm for one year. No team wanted, or large family. Anawer price
NEIGHBORS GOT FOOLED.
wanted by Friday, Mar. 15, 1907.
"I was literally coughing myself to
Selectmen of Pabis.
death, and had become too weak to leave

Eugene H. Libby of Auburn, secretary
of the Maine State Grange, left last week
for Mexico City, Mexico, where be goes
to look after his son, Kobie D. Libby,
who is ill at the American Hospital there
with small pox. Toung Libby is employed in the American consul general's
office at Mexico City and has been there
only a few months. As a precaution
against this dreaded disease with which
be is now afflicted Libby was advised to
be vaccinated, but he persistently refused to do this. Advices received state

forgotten

Married.

Foster, C. E.

ray bed ; and oeigbbora predicted that I
would never leave it alive; but they
got fooled, for thanks be tp God, I was
induced to try Dr. King'· New Discovery.
It took just four one dollar bottles to
completely cure the cough and restore
me to good sound health," writes Mrs.
Stark
Eva Uncapber, of Grovertown,
Co., Ind. This King of cough and cold
throat
and
lungs, is
cures, and healer of
guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
Druggists. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.

cold you bave

so

WE HAVE SOri Ε SPECIAL HATS

LINCOLN PLANTATION.

Moderator W. H. Hart.
Clerk, C. T. Pox.
Assessors, Lewi· Olson, E. 8. Bennett, Leon

if· been

Perhaps

4, to the wife of John Qaian

In Oxford, Mar. ft, to the wife of Jamea Dan
bar, a daughter.
In North Lorell. Feb. 10, to the wife of Sett
Barri man. a daughter.
In Bryant'· Pond, Feb. 95, to the wife of Wee
1er C. Robinson, a aon.
In Weat Sumner, Mir. β, to the wife of Chariei
Hammond, a aon.

_

Moderator. P. P. Poster.
Clerk, W. 8. MUlett.
Λ et essor·, Asa Sessions, P. P.
Johnson.
Treasurer, J. H. Ackley.
Collector, D. E. Bean.
8. 8. Committee, G. W. Byerson.

What About Hats?

Bora.

Cole, a eon.
In Oxford, Mar. 4, to the wife of Lendall Dana

Hamlin, Κ. Κ

8TORK8.

BLUE

3.50
15
3.00
2.50
2.25

Β ots,.

King Β ots
Youths'Short B>ots,
Women's Short Buit*,·
Misses' Short B«>ots,t...
Child's Short Bo >t<,
Youths' Storm

Remember you

can

get what you

you buy your footwear of

00

400

1.85
1.85

ι·5°
1.25

want

and

save

money if

us.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House

Block, Norway, Milne

Telephone UB>8.

It wu

H0HKMAKKB81 COLUMN.
that go nnci
When a child k rick 70a
think thai in ecknme it
by wcnae, yet won·,
dltoctlj or inditectly, an tha
w of all the ïïk «έ childhood.
Children, and aftw times adulu fad oat of aorta, an
ixTitabie, feel bailees aad ucrsiieehed in the morning; suffer with
have a variahJs appetite, foul tef, nffnai»a breath;
hard and full belly, with ncrssjnulfrijiintasnti painsiNiattho nseei; eree
of the nose;
pin ding of theteSth;
heavy, anddall;
alow foar; and often in chDdran, coneukious—in the Majority of cam tha
caaaaof all tha trouble ia HFrii IheatU you may not laapact their ]

ioftjdrycou^;

itching

DR. TRUE S ELIXIR

a pare vegetable compound, baa been the standard
household remedy Mince >851; it never faila to
expet uot only worms but all waste matter, leering the blood rich aad pure, the stomach sweet,
the bowels regular aad the whole system strong
and healthy.
The mother who fires her children Dr. Tree's
Klxir regularly is wise, because it aot only in·
creases the appetite, acts as a prerentatire of
evishs. cold, lever and worms but fire· rugged,

Oor*sspoadaBe*onto(dcsoft*lsMsltott»ladlM
U «ofictted. Address: Editor Bomnim'
Oraage MnHw.

1L-MC< *·■

Aatara, le.

THE REAL TRUTH
MATTER

tent to the

OF

ALL

ORANGE

I'm mineral, plant and animal
In nature's kingdom wide;
I'm light. In rays divergent.
And I'm a rapid ride.

THE AMBITIOUS CLAIMS

crust, and spread

top.

I'm often burned as worthless.
Yet still preserved with care.
But most of all my mission
Is just to make things fair.

OF OTHER MAKERS, IS
THAT THE

channel that became very famous In March. 18(12; another row of
letters will spell the name of a great

Underwood

a

2. To abolish.

3.

In-

4. A masculine name. 5.
7.
ti. Ancient.
Belonging to them.
Pertaining to the nose. 8. To try
again. '«». A tribe of Indians now living In the Indian Territory. 10. A ca12. The Indian ante11. Acts.
per.

dian corn.

lope.

20.—Crossword.
In scatter, not In plant;
In polish, not in rub;
In arrow, not In bow;
In ripple, not in flow;
In water, not tn tub;
In ocean, not in lt^ie;
In ewer, not in dish.
Of me, now. what do you make—
Am I bird or bee or flsh?
Xo. 21.—Easy Half Square.
A city of the United States.
A body of water.
An intransitive verb.
A yellowish brown color.
One half of upon.
A letter lu snowing.

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
β.

IS PRE-EMINENTLY THE

meringue

over

the

EVER PLACED ON THE

MARKET.

MISS

HERSELF

BID

OF

A

BOBB.

"0, Mr. Boreley," aald Mlu Weary
when the clock in the drawing room
pointed to 9. "I wonder if I could get
you to do me a great favor?"
command, Miss
"I am yours to

α

pocket

done,

salt;

the oranges. Make a frosting of the
whites of the eggs. Spread over the
pudding, and brown. Serve with sauce,
or

manner

of my sex."

"I wu sure I could trnst you, Mr.

whipped cream.
ORANGE

Cream

(scant);

SHORTCAKE.

one-half

cupful

It Has Proved Its Worth

Only

Me.

a world of pathos, and
rebuke, in a very few worda, and
so tbe rather thoughtless wife of a contributor of ours discovered reoently. She
hu two sweet little children, both girls,
and, almost without knowing it, she
made a pet and favorite of theyoungei

There may be

even

of

ahe
prettier child. "Sweet," u
called her, had every care and attention
lavished upon her, and good natured
1. Doubly behead a word meaning an
ORANOE LAYER CAKE.
oi
extensive wood and get a word meanCream together one capful of butter neglect wu more or leu the portion
elder.
and two cupfuls of granulated sugar; the
ing to support.
»·
lp,'« -"·!·»■
·ΙΜΙη» in h«r HaH.
2. Doubly behead a word meaning a add one cupful of cold water, three cuproom, quietly reading, recently, when
shoot, as of grass, and get a word fuls of flour in which have been sifted the
soft patter of tiny feet sounded on
two teaspoonfuls of baking powder,
meaning spikes of grain.
three well-beaten eggs, one tablespoon- the stairs.
"Is that you, Sweet?" she called.
ful of orange juice and a little of the
A Tanfcle.
"No, mamma," was the sad reply; "it
grated rind. Bake in laver-oake tins.
Max (who Is talking over the tele- For the filling whip the whites of three isn't Sweet—it's only me!"
The pathetio little "only me!" haunted
phone with a man who stutters)—Pa- eggs with two cupfuls of sugar to a stiff
and pulp of the wife of our contributor for longei
pa, come here; there must be a knot In froth, add the grated rinds
oared to admit, nul
two sour oranges, and one tablespoonful than she would have
the telephone wire.
her treatment
of corn-starch dissolved in a little cold a change has since marked
water. Mix all together in one cupful of her eldest born.—Tit-Bits.
The Penniless Tramp.
of boiling milk, and cook in a double
"John," said Mrs. Worthington at the
Although I've traveled far and wide,
boiler until it thickens, but do not allow
the other evening, "I read
O'er plain and mountain range.
it to boil. Place between the layers supper table
man who bad
My life Is still monotonous—
while hot, and ice the top with white in the paper to-day of a
I have so little change.
one wife too many; the rest of the artiand

icing.

Key to the Pussier.
No. a-Words Within Words; C-ave-

Our guarantee is backed

by

what

ve

does, not bv
*

J

we

hope it will do.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76

Exchange

Street, Portland, Maine.

Paroid

Roofing

BUY

lot of Paroid; open it; in*
apect It: apply it to your roof,
if
then
and
you aio aot satiated
that you hare the beat ready rooting
tnarla. send ua your name and addree, and w· will aend you a check
for tha full coat of the roofing including the coat of applying it.

proofed on both

With l

Money-back
Guaranty
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TBBNTARES

If

8

Islands:^1.

CanNo. 14.—A Group of
2. Skye. 3. Iceland. 4. Sandary.
wich. 5. Sable.
2.
Definitions: 1. Privet
No. 15.
Jabirn.

Paroid Lasts

Longest

used onaay ready roofing. Dont take our weed akme
for it. Compare Paroid with any oiAer. Touoansse
and feel the difference. Paroid doea not hreek or
crack in theooldeet weather oc «unIn hot wtksr
hsrease It la applied with our patented square,
rides—the oaiy cape that will not net» work looes

Theee areaoeaeof tha reasons why weosnstus
okmg—why it Isaotarget/ used by thsU. 8. ΟοΛ., 1—..^,.,
AD wn ask la that you fry «, on our moneyhnok guaranty.
M your dealer eaanetsapyty yen, dont taho a eahatttuta bat sand

wr samples ana

pai

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Parts, rte.

Engine

IP YOU rati quick enah
Steam
and Boiler
Ml· (or your country propΡ·τ tele Chwp.
erty, write (or oar toprovôd
rail Hating blank·. Noadnm ptynwt required.
Second band, ux hone power
I( you deair· to purehaaa rani (Kit·,
engine and eight horae power boiler. writ· or call on oa. W· hm (or Ml·
Cau and tee them at A. C. Jooea' torn» of tb· bast
teas in Oxford

Machine

Shop,

South Paris, Me.

TmS IS WORTH REMEMBERING.
Whenever you have a cough or oold
juat remember that Foley's Hooey and
Tar will cure it. Do not risk your
health by taking any but the genuine.
It is in a yellow package. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
That horse you sold me
ruaa away, kicks, bites, strikes and tries
to tear down the stable, at night. You
told me if I got him once I wouldn't part
with him for 91.000." "Well, you won't."
"8eehere.

■can» it iamadaof the test /alt—made In our own
a (established in 1817); other manufacturer* buy
r felt outntda aad simply saturate and ooat It.
Kanaait iasooiced (not dipped) in a eetnrsttag
which makee it water proof In seer· II6re.
compound
"
eit is rcated on both sides with thel'

one

rust-proof

Roofing

"One, probably."

Place a layer of ripe strawberries in a
at, r-oar-lng, s-he-et, pr-act-lce, p-rim- deep dish; oover the same thickly with
ate, b-road-en, lo-Como-tlon, treasonsngar, then another layer of
erries and sugar, and so on nntil the
able.
dish is nearly filled. Pour over all the
No. 9.—Charade: Chestnuts.
No. 10.— Beheaded Syllables: 1. Di- juice of oranges in proportion of three
to a quart of berries. Let stand
2. Ac-curate.
3. Mi nor. 4. oranges
rector.
for an hour, then serve.
Lap-dog.
ORANGE CHARLOTTE.
No. 11.—Double Acrostic: Primais—
Finals—Elder BrewMiles Standlsh.
Line a mold or bowl with lady-fingers
Bter. 1.· Marine. 2. Isabel. 3. Legend. end sections of oranges. Soak one-third
4. Empire. 5. Senior, β. Suburb. 7. of a box of gelatine in one-third of a cupPour
it is soft.
Temper. & Advice. 0. Narrow. 10. ful of cold water nntil
13. on one-third of a cupful of boiling water,
12. Secure.
11. Infant.
Debris.
add one cupful of sugar and the juice ol
Hector.
Strain and add one oupful
one lemon.
No. 12.—Valentine Puzzle: 1. Bow. 2. of
orange juice and pulp, with a little ol
ο.
iicni ια.
wi^iuivuw%».
yun vi.
the grated rind. Cool in a pan of iceHis sweethearts.
water. Beat the whites of three eggt
until stiff, and when the orange jell;
No. 13.—8quares and Pyramid:
begins to harden beat it until light. Add
IL
I.
the beaten whites and beat together until
PARIS
I Ν Β R Τ
stiff enough to drop, then pour into the
V Β
Β Ο
mold.
A
III.
t I V I Β

—

The

cle was missing. How many wivee do
you suppose the man had?"

STRAWBERRIES.

GIVEN UP TO DIE.

Eulverized

know it
what

ORANGE

Coonty.

The E. A Strout Farm Agency,

"laigNl iettn Worid."

IH NASSAU «TVBST. NEW YOfiK.

«oses P. STILES, District Mgr..

Faster and faster the paoe is set,
By peopfo of aetton, vim and get,
So if at the finish you would be,

Take Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea.
F. ▲. Shurtlefl A Co. ; O. D. Stevens.
"What is a competitor, grandpaf" inquired the little boy.
"A competitor?" said the trust magnate, musingly. "Let me see. I think
I ought to know—it strikee me we used
to have 'em in oar business, but, really,
Itfaao long ago that I don't exactly remember now."
A severe oold that may develop Into
poeuitoaia over night, can be cored
qaiekly by taking Foley's Hooey and
Tar.

It will oure the ssoet obstinate
raokiag cough aad streagthen your
longs. The genuine ie In a yellow
package. F. A. Shurtlefl Λ Co.

The "8etter" (in oonntiy store)—I see
t>y the papers that Rockyfeeler's Ibcodo
Is $1.00 every mhrate.
The Storekeeper—Gosh ! It must keep
jim on the jump malda' change!

and wished her the best of hqalth. The

said she was feeling well,
I hank you, and then they fell to talking about the'weather and one thing
widow

fore I used the Bitters."
P. L· Strout

People who use "L. F." Atwood's
Bitters regularly, never suffer the sickand another.
After awhile Mr. Crane sighed a deep nesses that come from a deranged system.
Ctomach, liver and bowels and
sigh and the Widow Owl exclaimed:
"Dear me, Mr. Crane, what la th* blood are kept in a condition of perfect
matter that you should sigh that way I health fulness by this useful medicine.
It really sounds as If you were la
arc the standard family r- nedy.
love."
"I am in love, Mrs. Owl—deeply la
love," replied the long legged bird.
"1 thought so," said the widow. "And
with whom are you in love?"
widow; with you," ta
"With

They

At yenr dealers. SRr.

Eastern Steams! Company»
Portland Division.
REDUCED BATE4I
Fare Portia·* to Boeloa $1.0·
Stateroom

Freight

rates

always

as

low

aa

other

All cargo, except Live Stock, via tbe
steamers of this Company, ia insured
against fire and marine risk.
General Agent,
J. P. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

"I'M IS liOVB, MRS. OWL·."
■·
ined tin* «-ram», "and I want you to
< «
Vou are the fairest femy wife.
male in the land."
"And you." «aid the widow shyly,
I know."
"yon are t!:e handsomest tiling
'Then' will you be mine?" cried tho
era lie.

"Alas. I eau never be!" replied tho
widow.
"Why not, dear heart?" he asked.
"You live in the day and 1 live at
night. Our paths must ever be sepa-

rate."

"Too sad!" exclaimed the crane, brush
Ing a tear from Ills eye.
"But I will be a sister to you," added
the Widow Owl.
And then the crane shed a few mon
tears and went to sleep, while .Mrs
Owl flew away to catch her. nlghtlj
supply of ml<-e.- Chicago Tribune.

Luck end Reputation·.
"Nobody glftc 1 with a koiiso of humor can fi'.ll to be diverted i>y the
ruck-lLc manner hi wiiich luck makes
and ununieM reputations for business
ability," says Will I'avue in Everyago a gentleman named
au extensive owner of
downtown real «state lu Chicago. lie
was the tirst, I l>eliove, to develop on a
larye scale the modern system of the
ninety-nine year lease, whereby the
owner insures to himself and bis heirs
for a century an absolutely iixed rent-

•Billing· BloolL,

Soutb. Parle,

ίκ Chi.

All Kind of Masons'

HILLS,

aa a

Cur·.

is
Every sufferer from Rheumatism
familiar with the sleepless nights, and
nerve binding, muscle twisting pains
which they nave to endure. Vapor
baths have been used, Mt. Clemens has
been visited, and hundreds of dollars

spent in search of relief.

Spiegel, 1204 N. Virginia St., Evansville, Ind., writes: "For over five yeari
I was troubled with kidney and bladdei
affections which caused me much pain
B.

and worry. I lost flesh and was all rut
down, and a year ago bad to abandon
work entirely. I bad three of the beat
pbyaiciana who did me no good and ]
Fo
waa practically given up to die.
ley's Kidqey Cure waa recommended
and the first bottle gave me great roliei
and after taking the second bottle I wai
entirely oured." Why not let it belf
you? F. ▲. Sburtleff A Co.

"My British cousin who is visiting mc
laughed very heartily when I repeated
that joke of yours to bim," said Coakley,
"When you what?" demanded Joakley
"When I repeated and explained that
joke of yours to him."
"Ah! that'a different."

leased at twice the rental named In
the old indenture. The town shook its
head sympathetically over poor Mr.

Jennings' deplorable shortsightedness."

Won of a Drummer.
"I'm Just a little discouraged with
my work," said the tall Xew York
boy who has started out on the road.
"I was making my second trip west
when I met an old drummer who had
been on the road for more thau thirty
years. He sat wltli grip between bin

knees and talked to me.
Ί1
"'Chuck It, my boy,' he said.
there is anything else in the world
you can do, do it Look at my gray
hairs. I don't know what it Is to have
a home.
For thirty years I have seen

uiy wire about once in live weens.
know that I've α wife and children In
a flat iu New York, but that's all I do
know about them. The children hart
grown up and married, but I hare not
had time to attend their weddings. My
wife has prow η gray, too, but she bas
She has had α
had the best of it.
If there Is
home and the children.

anything else In the world you eau do,
my boy,' he repeated, 'quit drumming,

and do It.'

"

Curious Blunder·.
8ome remarkable mistakes In memorials have totally escuped notice until it was too late to rectify them. The

spurs on the boots of Cromwell's*
statue at Westminster abbey, London,
are the most interesting feature of the
monument, although they generally
get no attention at all from sightseers.
They are worn upside down. In a
painted window on the staircase which
leads from the floor of Westminster
palace to the committee rooms an inscription on α sword wielded by the
"Black Prince" has the words "Prince
of Wales."
Again, in the fresco depicting the embarkation of the pilgrim
fathers In the corridor leading from the
outer lobby at St. Stephen's to the
house of lords the Mayflower Is shown

Uric-0 will cure you. It cures by
its direct action upon the blood; mus-

Ames, administrator.

1ST

know that at last there has been a

remedy prepared which actually cures
Uric-O is manufactured
the disease.
by the Smith Drug Company, Syracuse,
Ν. Y. Is supplied to users In large

Cocoa beans grow

sise bottles, which sell for St.00. Your
Druggist can supply you with the remedy, or you can order direct Samples
and oirculars will be forwarded free to
all who apply. Use Uric-O for Rheumatism only. It may possibly save

in*

the trunk
pods
and limbs of a delion

>

cate

They

tropical

tree,

contain

! times more food
ue
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six

val-

than beef.
the

use

highest
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cost
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grown and there
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in
nothing
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and Pictures,

That is why it is
delicious of
most
the

Mats, Mirrors

cocoas.
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Mouldings s,jL

Dr. King's

New Discovery

forC
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Wool Carpets

Chas. F. Ridlon,

j

NORWAY,

Patents
nntnaai

mm

The house and land belonging to tb<
estate of the late Mrs. Sarab W. Hcwett,
situated in the center of the village, ban
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in
excellent condition. The grounds are
extensive, containing additional house
lota.

W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.

Prie#

A LOW PRICE
—

For Sale in South Paris.

Bank

50c &$ 1.00
Free Trial.

Bureat and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK

IIKN It Y" M. BEARCE. late of Norway. It
••eased ; amount presented for altowanc··
y f
II. Reck et a's. trustees of a fund left <>y -ill
deceased for the bencilt of the First Un'\. r«al
et Parish of Norway.

FLORA β. FKSSKNIihN, late of BruwiilitM,
deceased; tlnal account presented for all·>».11»»
>j Welter I*, l'crklne ami Edward K. lia-lin^·,
iidmtnlst ratore.

LOTTIE STAMP, late of Rurafor·!. «le·.·i-e-l,
jctlilon for the aiipoln.ment of Nellie A. ni:iI4
other suitable person as administratrix
presented by Elliott W. Howe, a creditor.

or some

ADDISON E. HEKR1CK, Judge of said Court.
copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Reirt-ur.

\ true

NOTICE.
The «tibecrlber hereby gives notice tlut «be
lias been duly appointe·! executrix oft
will and testament of
UILRERT TILTON, late of Ruck lie'· I.
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, an I 've·
iwndsaathe law directe. All penou
demands against the estate of said ·!··<< .-e<l
are desired to present the same for -ittle·
ment, and all Indebted thereto an: request· I 1»
make payment Immediate'»
CYNTHIA M.TII.K'V
Feb. 19th, 1907.

NOTICE.

L, M. TUFTS,
LUNC8

PETKR M. HOLDEN, late of Paris, decme-l;
petition for order to distribute balance ruade·
n* In hU han<le presented by Jame* S. Wright,
executor.

payment Immediately.
ADDIE K. BCSWELL.
Feb. 19th, 1907.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CURE

i

MIRANDA Ε. MARTIN, late of Pari- Itcca*e·'. ; tlnal account presented (or allowai.ee
by Λugustus K. Mart'n, executor.

-<

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

and

iini.i'ït'i!

NOTICE.

in Crayon, Water color,

the

FRANK M. COLE, late of Woodstock. deceased; second account presented for al -v.itire
by Frank 51. Cole, administrator with tli will

The subscriber hereby gives notice that -he
lias been duly appointed executrix of the i>t
will and testament of
STEPHEN R. RAWSON, late of l'art-.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and /Ives
All persons bavin*
liond· as the law directs.
art
demands against the estate of said <le« <
nt,
desired to present the same for sett;
itnd all Indebted thereto are requested to u.ake

High Grade Portrait Work

KILLthi couch

by βΊι·|>

MART T. Ill L BORN, late of Paris, deceased;
petition for the uppolntment of Cora Κ Manly
or some other suitable person as administrator,
presented by Grace Thayer, a creditor.
AMOS F. MASON, late of Potter, decease·!;
petition for an allowance out of personal <·-ι iu·
presented by Mary S. Mason, widow.
R. HENRY BURNIIAM, late of Canton, <!e
ceased; petition for an allowance out of personal estate presented by Hannah A. Rurnlum,

tor.

cles, and kidneys, neutralizing poisonDrugous uric and rheumatic acids.
gists and Physicians everywhere are
because
they
recommending Uric-O,

SOUTH PARIS.

son

and creditor.

WILLIAM HAZELTINE, late of Denmark,
deceased; dot account presented for allow .*uce
by Isaac il. Kerry, administrator.
W ALTER L. MERRILL, late of llaitf. M,
deceased; account for allowance and petition (or
order to distribute balance remaining In h!»
hands presented byW.II. Wat on, a<ii»:ul-int

ing,

Nichols St.,

presented by Harry Delbert Pike,

tlon

CYNTHIA E.MORRILL, late of Sumner, le
λ
ceased; first account présent·.·! by .1 am·

NORWAY, MAINE.

use

&

ALVIN PIKE. late of Sweden, decease I, :■· tltlon for the app intment of Harry l>e!l<ert I'tke
or some other suitable person as administrator,

widow.

There is but

Mary—Dark cirolea under the eyei
indicate a sluggish circulation, torpid
Take the juice of six orangée and foui liver and kidneys. Exercise and Hoi
lemons, five cupfuls of sugar, two table· lister's Rocky Mountain Tea will inaki 1 to be hoisting the union jack, α flag
spoonfuls of orange extraot and the you well and beautiful. 85 cents, Tel which did not come into existence unprated rind of two oranges. 8cald the or Tablets. F. A. Sburtleff; 0. D. St»
til 2Λ0 yenra after the days of the his- to close out odd
rinds of the oranges and lemons in one vens.
patterns and clean
toric Mayflower.
quart of boiling water. After fifteen
stock.
minutes remove the rinds, strain the
up
"Ah! Gabriel's trump at laat!" ex
water and add to the rest of the ingrediA "Ringer·* Jug."
olalmed the man, rlalng from the gravi
ents with enough cold water to make an
is
happily
A beer Jug In a belfry
on the last day.
exact gallon of mixture. Freeze and
"What la it?" Inquired hi· femali somewhat of a rarity In these days,
serve in glasses or half-skins of the
At the beginning of the last century,
neighbor.
oranges.
"I say it's Gabriel's trump."
however, people were not so particular,
la
it?"
what
"I know, bnt
AUEROSIA.
The ringers' jnp at Beccles, in Suffolk,
holds six gallons, a sufficiency to susOne pineapple, finely chopped, one
NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
%
tain the ten weary ringers, though the
pint of strawberries, six bananas, thinly
sliced, six oranges peeled and thinly
We are pleased to announce tbal weight of the bells did exceed sii
and Danforth St?.,
Main
Corner
sliced, one lemon thinly sliced, sugar to Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, coldi tons. The vessel is made of red earthtaste. Mix all together and set on ice.
and lung troubles is not affected by tb« enware and lias three handles, one ol
National Pure' Food and Drug law as l(
II
which Is concealed by the neck.
MAINF.
harmfol
Camoes of all kinds have become a contains no opiates or other
bears the following Inscription In
it
as a safe
we
reoommend
and
matter of interest amông fashionable drags,
spelling:
qnalut
alts. F. A.
New Tork women.
They are buying remedy for ohlldren and ad
"When I am flll'd with liquor strong
60 Y1AR8'
them, selling them, wearing them ana Sburtleff Λ Co.
Each Man drink oncc and then ding dong
IXPIRIENCE
is
an
old
fashion
them
It
giving
away.
Drink not tco much to Cloud your Knobi
8mitb—If I lend you a shilling, how Least you forget to make the Bobbs.
revived, as, many years ago, cameos
were as much worn in the form of do I know I shall get It baok?
A gift of John Pattman Beccles." On
Brown—Why, on tbe word of a gentlejewelry as precious stonee. The women
the reverse side is the maker's name,
are wearing caineo pins on a piece of man.
8mith—Well, all right Come around "Samuel Stringfellow. Potter."—Lonheavy blaok velvet ribbon faitened
don Strand.
around the neok. These pins come in this evening and bring blm with you.
sets of three or five and are put artisDemon·
The Scallop.
tically on the ribbon, which then forms
NO CASE-ON RECORD.
Copviiwkts 4c.
a sort of oollar and Is worn with one of
v.-an anchor Itself as well
The
scallop
of
a
record
no
case
on
cough
There Is
the Dutch or V-neck gowns. Cameo
in pneumonia or con- M any ship. It never falls to drop Its
bracelets, ear-rings, rings and pins are or oold resulting
and
Tar anchor on the approach of rough
after
Honey
Foley's
also being very much worn. They are sumption
as ife will stop your
weather. The scallop, lying In Its bed
also worn as "drop·" hanging from a has been taken,
oold quickly. of shoal water, foresees a storm in
thin gold ohaln. Old-fashioned oameo oongh and break op your
boxes for holding pins and other trin- Refuse any but the genuine Foley's true sailor fashion and at once puts
kets are to much in demand that the Honey and Tar in a yellow package.
out a tough and elastic little cable from
no opiates and is safe and sure.
This cable It
really handsome one· are almost im- Contains
a point near Its hinge.
F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
have
been
to
find.
Cameos
possible
fastens firmly to the nearest rock. It
ISItiiii—ι,
made since 160 B. C., and some of the
la then secure In the vilest weather.
VBUWi
ancient euunples surpass In alee and
Despairing Lover—"Hilda, have yonI He who wades through scallop haunted
letter
delicacy of execution the beet modern nothing to say in answer to the
see
storm
as
a
may
shoals
approaches
laat
Thursday?"
you
specimens. Thie is the time to oollect wrote to
Tbe Heiress—"I have not looked at ife the tiny shellfish mooring themselves
all the old-taahloned jewelry yon poeNext
to
Monday Is my day on all side· with silent bustle.
A visit
sess and have it modernised.
yet, Algernon.
for opening sealed proposals."
a pawn shop reveals many a treasure.
ORANGE 8HERRET.

Optician.

LowestPricesinOxforilGoiiiiiv.

of other experiments, as relief
and a permanent cure for all forms of
Rheumatism can only be found in
It matters
Smith's Specific Uric-O.
little how long one has suffered from
the trouble, or how in tease the suffer-

little

SARAH N. COOLIDGE, Is te of Canton, .le
ceased; will ami petition for probate thereof an I
the appointment of Henry Ε Coolldge or some

therein named.

t

Jeweler and Graduate

LYDIA A. WOOD'tf'RY, l*te of I'arls, de.
ccaacd : will and codicil and petition for probate
thereof and the appointment of some suitable
person as administrator with the will anr.cn· i,
présenté·! by Sarah W. Chute, legatee.
SA ΚΑ 11 8. STEVENS, late of Paris, deceased,
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by I red II. Decoster, the executor therein
named.
HANNAH B. JELLER40N, late of Porter,
decea'ed : will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Ueorge E. Darle et ale, the eiecu
tors therein named.

ESTHER P. NOBLE, late of Norway, le
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Edward H. Noble, the executor

URIC-O, Aa Intern*! Treatment for the
Blood—It il Widely Recommended

Maine.

PROBATK SOTICB».
To *11 pcmon* Interested In either of the P.sut*,
hereinafter named :
At â Probate Court. hel<l at Pari·, In ai,.|
tor the County of Oxford, on the third Tues.Uy 0(
Feb., In the year of oar Lord one thousand
nine hundred and seven. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby ordikki.
That notice thereof be given to all person· in.
terested, by causing a copy of this order to t«
published three aweeks successively In atthe Οχ.
South
ford Democrat, newspaper published
Pari», in said County, that they mar appear at
Probate Court to be held at said Parti, oD ol(
thlnl Tuesday of March, A. D. 1'JU7, at «
of the clock In the forenoon, and be hear·) there,
on If they see cauae.
MART E. BALLARD, late of Fryeburg, de.
ceased; wilt and petition for probate thereof
presented by Dean A. Ballarl, the exe· ir.or

other suitable person as administrator with the
will annexed, presented by C. U. Coolldge, *>n
and heir.

SOUTH PARIS.

Night

Rheumatism Crazes the Mind

Supplies.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

Tortured Day
and

Co.,

therrln named.

Picture Frames

eagerly Bought The depression passed.
Realty prices advanced immensely.
The Jennings lots could have been

Cri, lut

β,

-

-

fl.OO

...

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, steamers alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wbarf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. u.
lines.

W. J*. Wheeler db

al, free nud clpar of all charges. After your life.
Mr. Jennings hud leased a lot of his
Uric-O is sold and recommended in
lauds for ninety-uine years a depres- South Paris and West Paris by F. A.
sion came on. Other people's incomes Shurtleff & Co.
were curtailed, but his was stable.
'What foresight!' said the town. 'What
"A girl nowadays bas to be a regular sagacity!' 'What superb business Judgof butter schemer if sbe is to
get any beauty ment!' Mr. Jennings' views on the
cnpful of sleep."—Cusell's Journal.
busluess situation and outlook were

—

It Has Stood the Test

The Meblin, Poole, Merrill, Preicott and The Lauter Player Piano,
and are sold for just as low
ire all first clan, high grade instruments,
of
Steep Palls, Me^ July 31, 1906.
for
the
sold
be
can
as
quality the instrument. Also I have
they
noney
"I have used die true 'L. F.' Bitters
A
The Widow Owl waa sitting on the for
large stock always on hand. Price»
medium
1
teveral
grade pianos.
constipation and dizziness and reone evening
tree
old
an
early
of
stump
ceived much benefit from them, being ow, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in
when who should come along but gal- almost entirely cured from dizziness,
1 he best pianos that are on the market.
lant Mr. Crane. He made bis best bow with which I was greatly afflicted be-

Boreley, and you will pardon me for saying again that it is important that the
As she
letter leave here to-night."
spoke she went to a little writing table body's. "Years
at the end of the room and returned with
Jennings was
the letter. "Here it is, Mr. Boreley,"

add gradually one
sugar, then the well-beaten yolks of
eight eggs and one-half cupful of milk.
Mix two teaspoonfuls of baking powder
with one and one-half cupfuls of flour
Xo. iCi.-lBwrtioM.
and add to the mixture. Beat vigorousInsort a letter aud change unctuous
ly for Ave minutes; add one teaspoonful
Into a solemn command; quantity iuto of
orange juice or extract. Bake in a
a model of perfection; to ward off Into moderate oven. Frost with
yellow frosta deadly foe; value iuto angry.
ing made from the yolks of three eggs
Flavor with one
snd powdered sugar.
teaspoonful of orange juice.
No. 23.—Double Beheading*.

BEST WRITING MACHINE

ONE

Pure five sweet oranges, remove every
bit of white pith and the seeds, out up into
Rtnall pieces, and sprinkle them with one she eaid. "The lut collection at the
cupful of white sugar. Let stand while box on the next corner is made at 0:20
For this sift precisely."
the crust is being made.
two heaping teaspoonfuls of
Mr. Boreley looked at his w»tch.
baking
powder and one teaspoonful of salt into
"Why," he said, "I have barely time
in
two
this
Rub
(■ne quart of dour.
to get there before the pillar-box ia
heaping tablespoonfuls of butter, and cleared. Good night, Mlu Weary."
add sufficient milk to make a soft dough.
"You are so good, Mr. Boreley. Good
Hake quickly on buttered tin plates, two night. Be aaaured that I appreciate your
layers to a plate, with butter between. kindneas. You will call again soon, I
When done, separate and spread the hope."
As Mlu Weary went upstairs she uid
orange pulp thickly between and on top.
to herself:
ORANQE CAKE.

Xo.

Typewriter

a

ORANGE CUSTARD.

18—.Novel Acrostic.
All of the words described contain
the same number of letters. When
the.v have been rightly guessed and
written one below another one of the
rows of letters reading downward will

country.
1. To frequent.

HOW

PIANOS.

Stopped his

^Crane'sCourtship I Dizziness

bit'?" wu queried.
'•He did."

custard of one pint of sweet Weary," replied Boreley, gallantly.
"You are very Rood, I'm sure. Tbe
milk, one large tablespoonful of cornfavor is that you would post a letter for
of
and
one
three
cupful
starch,
eggs
home."
Then take four good sweet me u you go
sugar.
"I will do ao with the greatest pleas.«ranges, peel, cut fine, and sprinkle with
ure," said he, u he settled himself comsugar. Pour custard over the oranges.
back in hi· chair.
Cover all with a frosting made of the fortably
"I would not trouble you with It," she
whites of the eggs, and brown in the
went on, "but it is rather important that
oven.
it should be started toward its destinaOBANGE PUDDING.
tion to-night, u I am extremely anxious
Four oranges, peel, seed and out in for it to reach my friend without lou of
small pieces, add one cupful nf sugar time."
"You may depend upon me, Miss
and let stand. Into one cupful of nearly
which
boiling milk stir two tablespoonfuls of Weary. I always remember letters
cornstarch mixed with a little oold water, are given me to post. I never was
the yolks of three eggs, and a pinch of known to carry one about in an inside
for two or three weeks, a· I· the
let It cool and mix with
when
Make

No.

spell

PIB.

Mix together the grated rind and juice
of two orange·, four well-beaten eggs,
four tablespoonfuls of sugar, one of butter, and one pint of milk. Bake in one

Little PolHs

word about it. I anppoee tbe poor felyou,
low figured that he bad loat it on tbe ι swered the crane tenderly.
atreet. It'a a thing that hu lain hemvy
"Oh, my!" exclaimed the widow.
on my conacience and I'm glad to own it
"Yes, I am in love with you," con
up."
"Ton aay he uked yon to vote for hia

"And he left the money where you
would be aure to find it?"
SANDWICHES FOB LUNCHEON OB TEA.
"Tea."
"And never referred to It afterward?"
Chop the oandied peel fine and put
"Not a Hap."
between thin slices of buttered bread,
"Then you did notateal hia money.
or between thin orackers.
equal
Chop stoned
left it there to pay for your vote.
He
quantities of the candied peel and
That wu bribery."
raisins, and use as above.
"Sure of it?"
OBANGE FBITTEB8.
"Of courte."
Make a batter as for fritters of almost
"Then, what a cuaaed old fool I have
L
bave al way a
any kind, witb»two egg*, a plot of milk, been all these year·! Why, I
A volcano and the country In which ■ind flour
enongh to make quite a thick oalled myulf a thief over it, and tbere it
it is situated are shown in the pictorial "Wter. Peel three oranges and cut them wu only a cue of bribery and didn't
in slloee, removing the seeds. Dip the amount to ahuck·!"—Chicago Newa.
enigma.—New England Homestead.
slice· in the batter and fry in hot butter;
A Schemer.
serve hot with powdered sugar sifted
Ko. 18.—Riddle.
generously over them.
The housewife holds me handy
And every lady's maid;
I'm used In a profession,
Fm needed In a trade.

REGARDLESS

was

his tome

for three days;
repeat
times. Cover with oold water, let boil
Make a
drain
and then
thoroughly.
sirup of one pound of sngar and one
pint of water; skim, and in It simmer
until tender one pound of peel, cut io
thin strip», then boil rapidly sod stir
until covered with the sugar. Weave
the stripe while hot and pliable into
small baskets In whioh to serve bonbons.

ML J. F. TIUE ft C9··

THE

Billy White

and when he went ont of my' room he
CANDIED OBANGE PEBL.
left a package of 1600 on the table. I
water
In
salted
Soak the peel of orange
tbe money, and never aald a
gobbled
three
and
drain

J tUtir Viseaiel."

OF

THB

delloioai onuige ηροο M positively Incorruptible.
the end.of the section hs came home to
make hundreds of dollars' worth of imOBANGB SALAD.
to his village home, and
provements
2. If you would have a happy home,
Peel and slioe slightly tart orange·, tbere were inch strong ramort that be
remember that you must do yoar part oat the slices Into quarters, spread over bad aold hie vote to a certain railroad
toward making It sa A Greek poet
crisp lettuce lea?·· in the salad bowl, that be was taken ont of offloeholdlng
forever. He denied the imputation, bnt
and serve with French dreMlng.
it wu no nie. Fifteen years later he
R·. IT^Owgmphii·! Peel*.
OBANGB STRAWS.
waaon bia dying bed and the minister
Let the orange peel soak in water two wu celled in. He took advantage of the
days, changing the water. Then boil occaelon to tell Uncle Billy to own up to
till tender and cut in straws with scis- all the mean tblnga he ever did, and wu
Make a sirup, pound for pound of aomewbat startled u the old manaaid:
sors.
peel, ud flavor with green ginger. Boil
"Well, I'm a thief, and I hope heaven
till peel is clear. Use fresh water for will forgive me. When I wu in the aswm
the
peel
sirup, not that in which
aembly that time one of the member·
boiled.
called and uked me to vote for hia bli',

[Fran ancient hlsto?.]
following
1 Why have you been away eo long? recipe·:
A. Greek philosopher.

by all Pragf ists. Price 39c, sec and fi.oo,
Write for free booklet,
an

Uncle

OF

New York assembly by a large majority
There «re no dishes more tempting or
over hi· rival because he vu looked
healthful than those nude of trait The
At

robust health.

Sold

/Vq Λθ»π)*Ι S.ory Por

LMItLATUBS HAD
THOUGHT HI WAS A THIBF.

MUBIB

Counn, Oxford Democrat, Sooth ParU, Mi

H·.

oeljr Bribery.

Money

cheap-

est way to send small
sums

of money by mail,

Call and ask about them.
Exchange on Boiton or
New York in any amounts
at

Norway National Bank.
South Paris

ment Immediately.
Feb. 19th, 1907.

WALTER S. JoNK.v

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice tli.it ·!·«
bave been duly appointed executrix of tin· I**t
will and testament of
LUNA E. ABBOTT, late of Rumf-rd.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and κ'ΐνοη
bonds as the law illrects. All person* Uvl··*
demands against the estate of said ·!··<■· -1
».re dêelrcd to present the same for »ettlcinent,
to nuke
t.nd all lndebte<l thereto are

requested

payment Immediately.
CAROLINE W. BLANCH * lU>
Feb. 19th, 1907.
NOTICE.

Orders.

Best, safest and

The subscriber hereby «1res notice that (·«
has been duly appointed executor of tbe
last will and testament of
ALPH0N7.0 C. JONES, late of Parlr,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and tdvi-n
Itonda as the law direct*. All |»er«on* having
demande afralnstthe estate of said decea- 1 art
Ueatred to present the same for settlement, un i
t.ll Indebted thereto are requested to sake pay-

Savings

Bank.

t1 ·'
The subscriber hereby gives not!·
las been duly appointe! admlnlstni'or > f the
estate of
BKUT G. WHITMAN, late of Beth.
In tlie County of Oxford, deceased, «ni
All persons Ιι.ι»1η<
Ικ>ηιΙ« aa the law directs.
demands against the estate of said decea»· : .■»«
desired to pru>ent the same for settlement. m-l
all Indebted thereto are resetted to make payment Immediately.
FRED II WIMTM > s
Feb. 19th. 190?.
1

ffOTlCK.
?·>γ
In the District Court of the Unite·! Stat··
the District of Maine. In bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankrupty.
t.LEOPIf\S GAGNE.
cf Rumford Fall», Bankrupt.)
the
To the creditors of Cleophas Gagne, In
County of OxfonI an·! district aforesaid
uf
Notice Is hereby given that on the tStb day
<i.u'ne
Feb., A. D. 190., the said Cleouha*
i-rst
tinthat
wue iluly adjudicated bankrupt, an··
of hit creditor* will be held at the "Λ·<

|

meetloK

""it"
of the Referee, No. 8 Market .Square,
l'art*, on the fith day of Mar., A. I>. 1»t
trie
Una·
which
at
10 o'clock In tbe forenoon,
said creditor· may attend, prove their claim·,
ml
the
bankrupt,
examine
appointa trusteei
transact auch other bnalneaa as may pr'>|*r y
come before said meeting.
South ParU, Feb. 21. 1907.

WALTER L.GRAY.

Referee tnl'.ankrupu·»

REMEMBER!

ANKCAI MEETING.

Notice is hereby given that the Morris Klain,
Norway, Me.
afford to and will pav more for rax», rubannual meeting of the Corporation Canand
to
metal than any *tr>nger that <°ai
ber·,
of South Paris Savings Bank for the your hou<e.
de ti-

lie pay· from $3 to f 9 per ton
election of officers for the ensuing ered
to him here.
He
buy· folded new*pa|M>r*.
year will be held at its banking
He Is paying for mixed rags, I
room· in South Paris on Thursday, Rubbers according to market.
the 28th day of Ma-ch, 19 7, at two price for bran sacks.

o'clock, p. m.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,

Secretary and Treasurer.
South Paris, Maine, Mar. 5, 1907
E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will lurnlih DOORS and WINDOWS of My
Size or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If la want of any kind of flnUh for Inalde or
Outalda work, tend In your order·. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Ca«h.

F.

W.

Weat Sumner,

CHANDLER,
....

Mala·.

Inquiry a· to a Holdup.
W· Do all Kindt of....
A handful of shredded tissue paper In
She (sternly)—Why were you so late
An yon tired, fagged ont, netvonfl,
Dr. Austin Tenney, Oculist, will j
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup Is a new the bottom of the oooky jar will help to sleepless, feel mean? Hollister's Rooky fast night? He (apologetically)—I was
Mountain Tea strengthens the nerves, held up on my way home. She (still be at Elm House, Norway, ThursJOB PRINTING.
easedy, aa Improvement on the laxative· keep the cake· fresh and crisp.
aida digestion, bring* refreshing sleep. sternly)—Were you too far gone to
>1 former yean, aa It doee not gripe or
Hour·, lospo a. u.
17th.
day,
Jan.
Short·
A.
I.
Muecctc and le pleaaant to take. It l»i
A soft newspaper will polish window· 85 osots. Tea or Taoïste.
to 4 p. m. Byes examined free.
AfcMOtf 4 Forfcaa, I··* Nrta.
yalk alone ?—Baltimore Amerloaa.
< and
leff A Co.; 0. D. Stevens.
[uasnatesd. F. A. ShaitleC * Co.
lamp ohlmneys better than oloth.

cent

a

poun·!.

Pay· market

TRY CUR X-ZEMA TO-DAY.

If you hare Frxcraa, hard, dry skin, Itrbt
«
or any dhease of the >-kln and
Immepoaltlvc cure, try CCB-X>ZKMA. It
and
awful
Itching
that
permanently
diately «top»
Oon't let the chlilrcn
cures all sliln dl*ea«ee.
suffer, try this wonderfnI remedy. No bandages
t«-f u>
needed. Cl'R>X>ZEN A give· Instant re
burn·,
Chapped ·<and·, cold or fever sores,
drn«M·
all
etc. Endorsed by physicians. At
or by mall 80j
Sample sent FREE. Adilre«·.
Cur-X ZemaCo., Watervlelt, Ν. V.
■

lng Plica,

a

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Mitched Hard Wood Floor Board· for *ale.

for Iron

Stove Wood and

Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South

Peril, Maine.

